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Alcohol-related
highway deaths
fall 2.3 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Highway deaths linked to drunken
driving fell to a record-low proportion last year, but still
accounted for more than onethird of the fatalities, new government figures show.
There were 16,189 alcoholrelated traffic deaths in 1997,
or 38.6 percent of the total,
the Transportation Department
said Sunday. That was a
decrease of about 1,000 deaths
from 1996, when drunken driving was responsible for 40.9
percent of the 42,065 traffic
deaths. In 1982, 57.3 percent
of the 43,945 fatalities were alcohol-related.
The improved figures provide evidence that measures
such as "zero tolerance" laws
for young drivers have helped
curb drunken driving. But officials stressed that more needs
to be done.
"This is good news, but we
must continue to do more to
ensure that this decline continues," President Clinton said
in statement accompanying the
figures. The Transportation
Department has set a goal of
reducing alcohol-related traffic
deaths to 11,000 annually by
2005.
For the first time since recordkeeping began in 1975, alcohol-related deaths were below
40 percent of all traffic fatalities. And drunken-driving deaths
among those ages 15 to 20
dropped 5 percent from 2,324
in 199610 2,209 in 1997, according to data by the department's
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
has encouraged
Clinton
states to lower their drunkendriving threshold to a 0.08 percent blood-alcohol concentration and authorized $500 million in grants as an incentive
for states to adopt the standard. Only 15 states have done
so.
Activists also credited implementation of zero tolerance by
all 50 states for reducing drunken driving among young drivers. These laws permit suspension of driver's licenses of
people under 21 who are found
to be driving after drinking.
"By passing tough laws,
states are sending a strong
message to teen-aged drivers:
It's not cool and it's not legal
to drink," said NHTSA Administrator Ricardo Martinez.
Karolyn Nunnallee, president
of Mothers Against Drunk Driving, said her group applauds
the strides made in 1997, but
believes there is a long way
to go in educating future generations about the dangers of
drinking and driving.
Activists highlighted possible
steps that could further reduce
the number of drunken-driving
deaths. Judith Stone, president
of Advocates for Highway and
Auto Safety, cited laws that
would require repeat offenders
to pass a breathalyzer test
before starting their cars. Some
states also have adopted measures that allow them to impound
the cars of drunken drivers.

WEATHER
Today.. Mostly sunny and hot.
High 90 to 95. Southwest wind
5
to 10 mph.
Tonight...Clear. Low 65 to 70.
Light southwest wind.
Tuesday...Mostly sunny. High
again 90 to 95.
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MSU students return
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photos
New and returning Murray State University students used
this past weekend to move into residence halls, including Hart College (above photo). Ellen Schlenker (far left,
right photo) led a parade of movers as she and Katie
Nelson (right) helped Schlenker's daughter Paula settle
in. Paula Schlenker is a junior transfer student from
Anna, Ill.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
For Murray State University students, this weekend marked the
beginning of another school year.
This weekend also provided
another challenge for the MSU
Housing Office in offering assistance to an ever-increasing population.
"This is really a city within a
city," said Housing Director Paula
Hulick, who - along with faculty, staff and the Murray community - assisted MSU students in
their return to campus Saturday

and Sunday.
"From now on, we'll be providing 24-hour assistance to the
students in that community," she
added.
According to Hulick, the weekend check-in for students "exceeded expectations."
"Everything went very, very
smoothly," noted Hulick. -From
the north side of campus to the
south side, everyone was offering
their assistance. There were so many
people willing to help."
Hulick said the dormitory area
is at 100 percent occupancy, with

the possibility of more students
coming in this week.
"We're full right now," she said.
"We've got about 150 more students, compared to last year."
The past two years, MSU has
used the Best Western Racer Inn.
located on Hwy. 641, to house an
overflow of students.
Hulick said the hotel's assistance could be needed again this
year.
"We may need to go over to
the Racer Inn with some students

II See Page 2

MPD inquiry hits dead end
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
An internal inquiry by the Murray Police Department into the
disappearance of $1,800 seized as
evidence in a 1996 drug bust failed
to find out what happened to the
money.
Assistant Chief Ken Claud, under
a written order by Police Chief
David Smith, conducted 17 interviews with 16 current and former

law enforcement officers involved
in the case or who had access to
the police department's evidence
room.
Claud completed the inquiry
report Aug. 13, a copy of which
was obtained by the Ledger &
Times.
The matter is now being investigated by Commonwealth's Attorney Mike Ward and the Kentucky
State Police.

The internal inquiry included two
interviews with Sgt. Brad Haley,
who was a narcotics detective summoned to Brian Cain's Southwood
Drive home in October 1996 when
Cain, Greg Coble and Dr. James
Wells were arrested on drug-trafficking charges.
Haley, who became the lead
investigator in the case, returned
to patrol duties this past spring.
The money was ordered for-

feited to the police department this
past February.
The 18 $100 bills and a block
of cocaine were found in a small
fireproof safe in a suitcase located in a bedroom closet. said Sam
Steger, who was then a patrolman
with the police department and
one of the original officers at
Cain's house, in his interview.
Steger, who is now with the
Kentucky State Police, also said

In May, the Education Professional Standards Board approved
the pilot program for schools in
Covingion, Hardin County, Jefferson County and Shelby County,
as well as Warren County. Those
were among 10 systems that asked
to be included.
Officials said the shortage of substitutes is compounded because
teachers must be absent from their
classrooms to attend new training
required by the state. Jefferson County needs at least
450 substitutes every school day.
"Days when we need up to 600
subs, we can't co‘er all the positions,- said Pam Taylor, who runs
Jefferson Counts 's substitute center.
Though Jefferson County has a
list of 2,(XX) people on call, many
cannot work on the specific days
they are contacted, she said.
When school systems cannot find
enough substitutes, they are forced
to put teachers in charge of two
classes or to draft counselors, assistant principals and others — putting a strain on stall and shortchanging students, educators say.
School systems ha % e been asking the state for more than a year
to find ways to attract more substitutes, said Ronda 'Famine, director of teacher Certification for the
state Department of Education.
Jefferson County Superintendent

• See Page 2
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More U.S.
attacks
possible

Schools hope program
will draw substitutes
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Anna Hatler's work begins at
5 a.m. each school day, when she
picks up the phone and tries to
find substitute teachers for the
Warren County schools.
On many days, at least one
position goes unfilled, said Hatler,
who has been in charge of finding substitutes for her system for
three years. "We have a real shortage."
But help may be on the way.
Warren County is one of five
school systems across the state
that have begun a pilot program
that lets people with no college
education and no experience in
education teach classes.
Although the experiment represents a shift in state policy, education officials hope it will ease
the growing shortage of substitutes. One-fourth of Kentucky's
school systems report difficulty in
staffing classrooms when regular
teachers are absent, according to
the state Department of Education.
In fact, officials said that in
the last several years. there has
been a noticeable increase in the
number of school districts unable
to get enough substitute teachers.
A good economy has provided
other jobs for those who, might
otherwise want to be substitutes.
Current state policy - requires
substitutes to have at least two
years of college.

he and police K-9 officer Steve
Robinson opened the safe outside
the home and that Haley inventoried the items.
Haley said in an Aug. 3 written interview that he placed the
suitcase containing the money in
the evidence room the night of
the arrests.
Some of the items in the suit-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Janet Futrell hangs a sign denoting a sold seat in the Regional Special Events Center Sunday. Murray State University's athletic department is now selling seats to the public.

Seat assignments
begin in RSEC
STAFF REPORT
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State University
Racer fans got a step closer
this weekend to seeing the
Racer basketball team in action
in the new Regional Special
Events Center.
They now know where they
will he sitting in the new tacit-

ity.
-It was very successful," said
MSU Athletic Director E.W.
Dennison. "We filled 952 seats
and we still have about 1,300
seats left. It was a great weekend in a lot of different ways.
but mainly because we're final-

II See Page 2

By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
administration is warning of an
escalating battle against terrorism,
even as Republicans put aside their
criticisms of President Clinton to
support last week's missile attacks
against suspected terrorist sites.
"This is a scourge that we are
dealing with today, we are likely
to deal with it tomorrow, and we
will likely face the kind of terrorism that could use chemical and
biological weapons, as well,"
Defense Secretary William Cohen
said Sunday.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright also repeated the pro-active •
stance the administration has
stressed since last Thursday's
attacks in Sudan and Afghanistan.
"We believe that we have a legal
right to self-defense,- she said on
ABC's "This Week.- The United
States will seek the cooperation
of its friends, she said, but "We
will tiike unilateral action when
we think that our national interest has been threatened.The United States launched more
than 70 Tomahawk cruise missiles
against a chemical plant in Sudan
and terrorist camps in Afghanistan
on Thursday. Both were linked to

• See Page 2
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•Attacks ...

the decision to do this." Sen. Orrin
Hatch. R-Utah, another frequent
Clinton critic, said on CBS' "Face
the Nation."
Sen. Dan Coats. R -Ind., who
also questioned Clinton's motives
last week, welcomed the steppedup campaign against terrorism and
told CNN's "Late Edition" that
while the president still has a credibility problem. there was "credible evidence" warranting the military response.
Cohen said briefings given some
of the doubting lawmakers after
the attacks convinced them there
is strong evidence that bin Laden
was involved in the embassy bombings and planned other attacks on
Americans. •
Army Gen. Henry Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
told CBS that U.S. officials had
very reliable evidence the embassy
bombings were the first of three
or possible four attacks.
Newsweek magazine said the
operation, code-named "Infinite
Reach," was so secret that even
people in Cohen's office weren't
informed. It said one factor behind
the decision to move ahead with
the attack was an intercepted
mobile-phone conversation between
two of bin Laden's lieutenants that
clearly implicated them in the
embassy bombings.
"Because of operational security, we really didn't consult with
anybody until the strike was
launched," U.N. Ambassador Bill
Richardson told Fox in explaining
why Russian President Boris Yeltsin
was not told beforehand. Yeltsin
has said he was offended by being
kept in the dark.

From Page 1
Saudi extremist Osama bin Laden.
who the administration has accused
of masterminding the American
embassy bombings in Kenya and
Tanzania on Aug. 7.
White House national security
adviser Sandy Berger said the six
bin Laden training camps in
Afghanistan "have been rendered
ineffective."
The assassination of foreigners
has been banned since the Ford
administration and Cohen, on
NBC's "Meet the Press." said bin
Laden was not the target of the
missile strikes. But he said bin
Laden is responsible for the deaths
of some 270 people in the embassy
bombings, and he wouldn't be
bothered if bin Laden were killed
in a future U.S. raid.
"If he has declared war against
the United States, which he has,
and if he is part of the command
and control of that terror network,
then if he is in the line of fire
as such, that's his probleni," Cohen
said.
"What bin Laden did was an
act of war," Sen. Arlen Specter.
R-Pa., agreed. "When you're at
war it's not assassination."
Specter, who last week questioned whether Clinton timed the
attack to divert attention from the
sex scandal with Monica Lewinsky, praised the intelligence community for its work leading up to
the attack. "It's really a matter
that we have no alternative. We
are at war with terrorism," he said
on "Fox News Sunday."
"I think the president deserves
a lot of credit for having made

11 MPD

• Schools ...
Next summer, the standards
board will review the program and
determine whether it should be
abandoned, continued or expanded.
Unemployment is low and while
the pool of substitutes has dwindled, the nationwide demand for
full-time teachers has grown.

From Page 1
Stephen Daeschner headed an ackisory panel that earlier this year
talked to the standards board about
the pressing need. He told the
board that the economy was so
good that his district could not
find enough people under the old
guidelines because potential substitutes have found other jobs.
Being a substitute teacher in
Kentucky pays anywhere from $47
to $100 a day. depending on the
school system and the individual's
experience and education. officials
said. Substitutes must have at least
some college and a C-plus average in the courses they took.
But the pilot program will accept
substitutes who are at least 25
years old and are high school graduates. They must attend training
by the school district, and they
must have some link to the school
where they will work — be it as
a volunteer, a parent or a grandparent.
Districts are required to first
use their normal pool of substitutes before relying on the pilot
group.

"Common sense tells us that if
we have a shortage of teachers,
then we are going to have a shortage of subs," said Tina Tipton, an
assistant superintendent of the Shelby County schools.
The main concern about the
pilot program is that it opens the
door to substitutes without either
teaching experience or a college
education. Tamme said the professional standards board was hesitant to approve the program for
that reason.
"The board has a great feeling
that teachers need to be well-prepared," she said. "Because we are
asking students to have such high
expectations, we need to have the
same expectations of the staff we
put in the classroom."

•RSEC
From Page 1

ly to this point in our history and
we'll soon have Racer basketball
in this building."
Murray State used a system to
determine the order for choosing
and the number of seats allowed
was put into place eight years ago.
"We have a plan that we must
follow to be fair to those who
contributed to the building project
and made this all possible, but it
was a flawed plan," said Dennison, referring to the system put
Danielle Faith. Kayla Marie, Caitlin in place in 1990 when the buildBeth and Logan Keith — cele- ing project was approved by the
Kentucky legislature and a fundbrated their birthday at home in
raising campaign was undertaken
Stanford.
The quads sat in the order they by the university.
Original donors were allowed
were born. The girls got cake with
pink icing, and a blue-iced con- to purchase 12. six, four or two'
fection was put in front of Logan. chairseats depending on the size
Logan. true to form, dove right of the amount pledged. Furtherin, eventually getting cake and more, there were no restrictions
icing spread all the way up to placed on those seats, meaning an
individual donor had full ownerboth elbows.
"He doesn't fool around with ship and could sit in those seats,
anything to eat.- said his great- sell them or give them away. In
grandmother Dorothy Reynolds. all. 952 tickets were promised
before the first brick was laid.
"He gets into it."
Add to that all of the corporate sponsors who will get to
choose next and the available

Adams quadruplets
celebrate first birthday
STANFORD. Ky. (AP) — Four
identical high chairs sat in a row
as tiny cakes were placed in front
of the honored guests.
Once the strains of "Happy
Birthday" were finished, eight tiny
hands sank into the cakes. In no
time the cake was smeared on
four faces, and just about everywhere else.
This wasn't just any first birthday, it was a celebration built for
four.
Born a year ago Friday at the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center. the Adams quadruplets —

Remember This Of The Chain Stores:
If they have big store rent,
big store expenses. and big
store payroll—Chances Are
They're Hiding Big Store Prices!
Visit Us
(It's simply a matter of trust')

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

• MSU
From Page 1
if we get some walk-ups today.
she said.
Hulick said the housing staff
should have an accurate account
on student numbers tonight.
"We don't really know how
many students we have so far, but
we'll get a final count about midnight tonight.- she explained.
"After tonight we'll have some
flexibility and will be able to better help the students."

chairseats begin to decrease.
Dennison's concern centers
around the two groups that have
been long-time supporters of Racer
basketball who might not get their
choice of seats.
"Nowhere in the plan were longtime ticket holders or long-time
sponsors taken into consideration,"
Dennison said. "That's the worst
part of the plan and that's what
disturbs all of us the most. I don't
like the plan. but I'm handcuffed
to it."
The good news, according to
Dennison, is that there is not a
bad seat in the RSEC and there
should be approximately 600
chairseats left after the weekend.
"many of those seats are $75
less per seat for the donation, and
we also have 650 reserved bleacher seats on the lower level," he
said.
Racer Arena had 900 chairseats,
as opposed to the 2,200 in the
Regional Special Events Center.
Seat selection will resume Sept.
14 with current season ticket holders. followed by new season ticket holders. Murray State opens the
RSEC Nov. 14 when they host
regional rival Southern Illinois.

From Page 1
case were sent to a laboratory for
testing Nov. 15. 1996, which was
the last time he remembered seeing the money. Haley said.
He did recall asking Capt. Rickey Latimer. his supervisor at the
time, a few days after the arrests
about trying to trace the money
after noticing the bills had consecutive serial numbers.
The remaining items - the
money, an athletic sock, a syringe
of whitening gel and another item
he could not remember - were left
in the suitcase but were not individually tagged, Haley said.
"Haley stated that he did not
log the evidence in the ledger
book located in the evidence room,"
Claud wrote Aug. 12 after a follow-up interview with Haley.
"He further stated that he seldom did so. He indicated that the
ledger book was not detailed enough
(to indicate) if part of (the) evidence from a case was sent to
the lab. He therefore did not feel
it served a lot of purpose."
In his July 31 interview, Latimer
said normal procedure would have
been to label and tag the evidence, then record it and its location in the room in the ledger
book.
"Latimer said that none of the
evidence from this case had been
logged into the evidence book in
the evidence room," Claud wrote
in the inquiry report.

Baby lives using
heart assist pump

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Cassandra Work is a fighter. At the
age of 2 months, she is on her
way to overcoming a heart defect
that kills most children born with
it within days.
Cassandra was born June 24
with a heart that, instead of the
normal four chambers, had only
three. About one baby in 12,000
is born with the defect.
Doctors at the University of Kentucky Children's Hospital — using
a state-of-the-art surgical technique
— were able to repair her tiny
heart. Then, when her heart initially responded only weakly, the
surgical team improvised a solution, hooking the baby girl to an
external heart assist pump that's
normally used only for older children or adults.
Officials at UK and Kosair Children's Hospital in Louisville say
Cassandra probably is the youngest
patient in Kentucky ever to use
the
pump.
Hulick expects the process of
Cassandra is still at the hospigetting students comfortable in
tal recovering from the July 30 opertheir new environment will take
ation, but she is off the assist
approximately two weeks.
pump and breathing on her own.
"What we've been doing is
She will need at least two more
refining the system and trying to
operations to further correct the
help the students understand it."
congenital defects in her heart,
she said.
said Dr. Simon Abraham, the UK
"The next thing we'll try to do
cardiovascular surgeon who is hanis look at making some room
dling her case.
changes and getting students setBut for now Cassandra is doing
tled in. Hopefully, we'll have everywell, a relief for her parents. Kenone settled in after Labor Day."
neth and JoEllen Work of Pendle-
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During a July 13 search of the
evidence room, Smith asked Haley
where the money had been placed,
according to Claud's account of
his interview with Smith.
"Smith stated that Haley pulled
out a dark-colored suitcase which
contained a backpack, some articles of clothing and a white athletic sock." Claud wrote in the
inquiry report. "Haley stated that
he thought the money was put in
that sock.
"Smith stated that Haley indicated that the money had been in
the safe until he (Haley) had sent
the safe off to be processed at
the crime lab."
When asked by Claud if the
money had been left lying loose
in the suitcase once the safe and
other items were sent off for testing. Haley said he thought it was
placed in a bag.
Detective Sgt. Dean Alexander,
who retired July 31, said in his
interview that he never saw the
money seized in the case.
"Alexander related that he had
often seen money in the evidence
room, but that he had been told
by Captain Latimer to keep money
in the cabinet with a lock inside
the evidence room," Claud wrote.
He noted that Alexander said he
and Latimer had locked up money
in past cases.
"Alexander stated that he had
seen money packaged with other
evidence not in the locked cabinet," Claud wrote.

'

We're upgrading our cable system to a

fiber optic broadband network.
This system will provide you with
enhanced signal reliability, improved
picture quality and new choices.

ton County.
"It was like having a house
collapse on top of you," JoEllen
Work said Friday.
Cassandra has what doctors call
"hypoplastic left heart syndrome,"
a congenital defect in which the
left ventricle, a key part of the
heart's pumping system, is either
underdeveloped or missing entirely. Children with the defect usually die within days.
Doctors say it is miraculous
that Cassandra lived five weeks
before her problem ever manifested itself.
The only early hints of trouble, JoEllen Work said, were some
vomiting and mild weight loss.
But Dr. Greg Cooper, a Cynthiana family practitioner who examined the baby, thought she should
see an expert.
Once the child arrived at UK,
an ultrasound scan quickly showed
how serious the problem was, said
Dr. Greg Johnson, a pediatric cardiologist who made the diagnosis.
JoEllen Work said doctors basically offered the family three choices: Do nothing (an option some
parents take because of the high
risks involved in treatment); a heart
transplant (unlikely because of the
difficulty in finding a suitable heart
for such a small child); or the
risky, reconstructive surgery.
The Work family chose the
reconstructive operation, called a
Norwood procedure, which was perfected in the early 1980s at Children's Hospital in Philadelphia.
Abraham, who trained at Children's Hospital, described the operation as a complex rearrangement
of blood vessels that carry blood
away from the heart, essentially
allowing the heart's right ventricle to do the work of the missing left ventricle.
Although the operation went
well. Cassandra's heart would beat
only weakly when doctors tried
to take her off the bypass machine.
Doctors decided the heart simply
had been weakened by the fourhour operation and needed some
temporary help.
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Clinton finds self on other side
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Performer's stunt goes awry

NEW YORK (AP) — A performance artist who set himself on
fire as part of his act at a tattoo parlor accidentally ignited a
piece of stage equipment and sent it tumbling into the audience,
burning three other people.
Three crowd members and the performer, Karl Edwards, 29, of
Manhattan, suffered first- and second-degree burns Saturday at the
XXX Tattoo Parlor in midtown.
Police did not know what equipment Edwards was using.
Edwards and one of the audience members were in stable condition this morning at New York Hospital-Cornell Burn Center, a
hospital administrator said. The two other victims were treated
and released.

Study connects fetuses, tobacco use

BOSTON (AP) — Researchers announced they found the first
direct evidence that fetuses of women who smoke actually metabolize cancer-causing agents contained in tobacco.
The study goes beyond what scientists have known for years
— that smoking by pregnant women causes babies to be born
smaller, sicklier, at a higher risk of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and — in some cases — even addicted to nicotine.
The study, conducted by University of Minnesota professor
Stephen S. Hecht and sponsored by the National Cancer Institute,
examined the first urine produced by 48 German newborns. It was
presented Sunday at the annual meeting of the American Chemical Society in Boston.

Howard Stern launches show

NEW YORK (AP) — Hard to believe the same television stations that are home to "Touched By an Angel" have also taken
in Howard Stern.
"The Howard Stern Radio Show," the shock jock's attempt to
unseat "Saturday Night Live," premiered on several CBS stations
over the weekend and was true to its name. It was also a startling shove to the boundaries of broadcast TV, particularly for
staid CBS.
Stern's show aired on 12 of the 14 CBS-owned television stations and was sold through CBS's syndication arm to some nonCBS stations. It was broadcast Saturday at 11:30 p.m. to about
70 percent of the country.

AROUND THE STATE

By DEB RIECHMANN

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Back
when President Nixon surrendered
the famous "smoking gun" tape
in which he virtually confessed to
obstructing justice in the Watergate affair, a little-known congressional candidate from Arkansas
called for Nixon's resignation.
"There's not any point in his
putting the country through an
impeachment since he isn't making any pretense of innocence
now," Bill Clinton reasoned in
August 1974.
Now, 24 years later, it is President Clinton who has admitted
wrongdoing.
And it is his resignation that a
handful of lawmakers, mainly hardline conservatives, is seeking.
Talk of a Nixon resignation
started with a few lawmakers on
the congressional fringe, too
liberals in that case. At this juncture, the circumstances are far different. And the notion of Clinton
resigning over the Monica Lewinsky situation is seen as implausible to most.
Democrats say the allegations
against Clinton pale in comparison to the abuse of power and
obstruction of justice that ended
Nixon's presidency.
There are other differences, too.
Inflation was soaring in the Nixon
era; Clinton presides over a prosperous nation at peace. Nixon's high
job-approval ratings gradually eroded as the congressional investigations of the Watergate affair unfolded. Clinton's ratings have remained
high throughout the seven months
of special prosecutor Kenneth
Starr's investigation.

Furthermore, Republicans have
scant appetite for forcing a Clinton resignation that would install
Al Gore in the Oval Office and
allow him to run for election in
2000 behind the power of the presidency.
In Nixon's case, early calls for
his resignation were few and isolated, but those demands gained
momentum as the congressional
hearings played out. They reached
a crescendo on Aug. 5, 1974, when
Nixon released a White House tape
that linked him to criminal obstruction of justice. He resigned four
days later.
Sen. Dan Coats, R-Ind., thinks
Clinton also should quit "because
once that bond of trust has been
broken to the American people,
it's very difficult, as Richard Nixon
learned, to re-establish it. It's almost
impossible."
Presidential spokesman Mike
McCurry brushes off any suggestion of a Clinton resignation.
"If that sentiment is widespread,
I think it would be worth addressing," he said. "I don't think it's
necessarily worth addressing now."
So far, only a handful of members of Congress — only one of
them a Democrat — have called
for Clinton's resignation. Most did
so after the president's televised
address last Monday in which he
admitted an improper relationship
with former White House intern
Monica Lewinsky but denied that
he committed perjury or asked
anyone to lie.
Clinton has "abdicated the moral
authority that was entrusted to him,"
said Rep. Helen Chenoweth, RIdaho, who as early as April began
calling for the president's resig-

nation.
Martha Kumar. a political scientist at Towson State University
in Maryland, noted that most of
those urging resignation are longtime Clinton critics — the "red
meat guys" of the GOP.
It would be more significant if
a number of Democrats began to
call for his resignation, said Stanley Kutler, a retired University of
Wisconsin historian. "Nixon finally had to resign because he had
become a burden to his own party."
Kutler said. "If the Democrats
decide that Clinton's a burden.
he's gone."
Democratic Rep. Paul McHale
of Pennsylvania, who generally supports Clinton's policies, said it was
a difficult choice for him to call
for the president's resignation, but
a necessary one after concluding
that Clinton had lied under oath.
"Perjury is not excused by an
apology compelled by overwhelming evidence and delivered
under pressure," said McHale. who
is leaving the House after six
years.
George Edwards, director of the
Center for Presidential Studies at
Texas A&M University, said that
even if evidence showed Clinton
committed perjury in the sexual
harassment lawsuit brought by
Paula Jones, it wouldn't he enough
to force him from office. If Starr
offered substantive evidence that
Clinton encouraged witnesses to
lie, that would be different, Edwards
said.
"If the evidence is clear that
the president has obstructed justice, it makes it very difficult for
the moderates in both parties to
ignore," he said.

Man killed in crash
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A Mayfield man charged in the death
of his stepdaughter was killed when the car he was driving crashed.
John B. McKinney, 22, died shortly after being taken to Columbia PineLake Regional Hospital, said Mayfield Assistant Police
Chief Dewayne Redmon. The crash Saturday on Kentucky 80 was
alcohol-related, Redmon said.
Graves County Commonwealth's Attorney David Hargrove confirmed that the crash victim was the same man charged with second-degree manslaughter in the Dec. 7 asphyxiation of 2-year-old
Brieonna Dair Nygaard.
The crash injured three other Mayfield residents.
According to witnesses, the car was westbound on Kentucky
80 at the city limits at 5:13 p.m. CDT and reportedly dropped
off the right shoulder, police said. McKinney overcorrected and
the car crossed the center line and left the road, struck a guy
wire to a utility pole, overturned three times and struck a tree.
All four people were thrown from the car, Redmon said.

Some Democrats want
Clinton to speak again

WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Democrats rallied to President Clinton's defense amid calls that he
resign because of his relationship
with Monica Lewinsky. But even
some party loyalists suggested he
address the nation a second time
to further explain his actions.
"I would like to see the president come back and say, 'Look,
let's get this straight. Let's get
this straight. This is what I did.
... I am sorry for having done it.'
And then if they still want to
impeach him, impeach him," Sen.
Joseph Biden, D-Del., said SunHurricane Bonnie eyes U.S. coast
day on CNN's "Late Edition."
NASSAU, Bahamas (AP) — Hurricane Bonnie ambled toward
"Meantime, let's do the nation's
the southeastern U.S. coast today, prompting residents from Floribusiness."
da to North Carolina to stock up on emergency supplies and tune
His views were echoed by sevin to weather reports. Rip tides related to the storm claimed two
eral Democrats who took to the
lives.
Sunday talk shows to voice supBonnie intensified Sunday with winds upwards of 115 mph,
port for the president, six days
and the National Weather Service said a hurricane watch may be
after he publicly admitted to an
issued for a portion of the southeastern U.S. coast later today.
"inappropriate relationship" with
Rip tides were blamed for the deaths Sunday of a 25-year-old
the former White House intern.
man in South Carolina and a 24-year-old man in Delaware. ThirMany people, Republicans and
ty people were rescued in Carolina Beach, N.C., and 100 were
Democrats, have expressed disapsaved in Atlantic City, N.J.
pointment that he used neither the
word "apologize" nor "sorry" in
his talk.
"I hope that he will in time,
that he will say more," civil rights
leader and clergyman Jesse Jackson, who has advised the Clinton
family during the crisis, said on
CBS' "Face the Nation."
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — State
The case, "generally speaking,"
"I think he should have made
corrections officials have rehired would be considered a misdemeanor it very clear to Monica, to her
a former prison warden who was case of theft by unlawful taking, family.... The responsibility should
suspended and then fired for using said state police Capt. Mike Sapp have been in his lap, and I think
what ,authorities said was stolen of Drug Enforcement and Special in time that as he has the healInvestigations-West in Bowling ing, the strength overcomes the
state material at his home.
anger, that we'll hear even more
Billy Ashley was suspended with Green.
Because the alleged offenses of that contrition," Jackson said.
pay July 7 from his job as warMeanwhile, Speaker Newt Ginden at the minimum-security West- occurred more than a year ago,
ern Kentucky Farm Center at Fre- the statute of limitations had grich said in an interview pubexpired, Sapp said. Detectives found lished today that the House is likedonia.
Ashley, who held the job since at least two instances of material ly to seek evidence from all of
Independent Counsel Kenneth
1990, was fired last Monday but being taken to Ashley's home.
Sapp said that while Ashley Starr's investigations of Clinton, not
then rehired as a deputy warden
at the Green River Correctional "caused" the materials to be taken
Complex in Central City, said to his home, he was unsure if
Michael Bradley, a spokesman for inmates or staff had transported
the state Corrections Department. them.
Corrections officials and state
Ashley was permitted to revert
to a deputy warden's position under police referred the results of their
the state merit system.
investigation to Lyon County ComHis new salary of $62,208 was
monwealth's Attorney G.L. Ovey,
"not much reduced" from his prewho Bradley said declined to prosvious salary, but Ashley lost use
ecute. Ovey could not be reached
of his state vehicle and living
for comment.
quarters, Bradley said. Wardens
Ashley has 25 years of service
are appointed and are not prowith
the Corrections Department,
tected by the merit system.
as a corrections officer at
starting
a
Ashley did not respond to
phone message seeking comment the Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville, Bradley said.
left at his home.
Kentucky State Police began an
Ashley was named deputy warinvestigation in July after the prison
den at the Western Kentucky Farm
system's central office received Center in May 1986 and was
information about the alleged misnamed warden in July 1990.
use of material, Bradley said. The
Corrections Commissioner Doug
material in question was "scrap"
consisting of a few fence posts, a Sapp discussed the case with Jus4
10
1
utility pole and some metal val- tice Secretary Dan Cherry, but it
Steen Akaandr r
ued at about $50, Bradley said.
was Doug Sapp who fired Ashley
The information came from staff "because we hold wardens to high
310 South 4th Street
members at the prison, Bradley said. standards," Bradley said.
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State corrections officials
rehire former warden
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just the parts involving the Lewinsky affair, before deciding whether
to launch an impeachment inquiry.
Only "a pattern of felonies" and
not "a single human mistake" could
constitute grounds for an impeachment inquiry," the Georgia Republican told The Washington Post.
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Clinton, meantime. enjoys strong
backing in the public opinion polls
His job approval rating is higher
than before the Lewinsky affair
surfaced in January. At the same
time, the segment of Americans who
think he should resign or be
impeached has inched up to about
25 percent_
Polls indicate that a majority
of Americans want Clinton to stay
in office.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Aug. 17 - Basler Zeitung, Basel, Switzerland.
on Northern Ireland bombing:
Violence will continue in Northern Ireland. at
least for now, but so will the peace process.
Some are psychopaths, some fascists and others simply terrorists. These sick people perpetrated the most cruel and brutal massacre in the 30year history of the Northern Ireland conflict.
That this massacre took place in times of peace
obeys a certain logic. The people who took a
bomb into the center of Omagh and gave a misleading warning don't want peace.
The fact that an overwhelming majority of
Northern Ireland's population wants peace or at
least a political process concerns them little.
Well over 90 percent of the Republican movement gave their vote to the Good Friday peace
agreement. ...
But terrorists need sympathizers to survive.
These terrorists are only supported by a small
percentage of the Republican movement.
And this is too little to win the "long war."
Sooner or later, these last terrorists are going to
end up where they belong: in prison.
Aug. 18 - The Sun, London, on President
Clinton:
There were many issues to capture the attention of the world's most powerful man yesterday.
The critical situation in Northern Ireland, the
economic crisis in Russia and the hunt for the
U.S. embassy bombers to name but three.
How tragic that Bill Clinton's mind was concentrated on Monica Lewinsky's little blue dress.
Whatever the outcome of Clinton's testimony,
his very appearance in court — albeit via video
— demeaned the high office he is privileged to
hold.
Maybe it is unrealistic to expect politicians to
act like angels. They are human beings just like
the rest of us, after all.
One affair, maybe two, might be excusable.
But Clinton is a serial philanderer.
Whatever his strengths as a politician, they are
undermined by his weaknesses as a man. That is
the really dangerous issue of his presidency.

A world that has no respect for the leader of
America has no fear of America. either.
Aug. 19 - The Sydney (Australia) Morning
Herald, on President Clinton:
After President Clinton's extraordinary address
to the American people the most important question is whether it marks an end to something that
has gone on far too long or the beginning of an
even deeper descent into a debilitating political
crisis. The U.S. political system is a model of
free and open democracy. But in this affair the
central forces — the political parties. the media,
the "moral majority- — within American democracy have produced a situation where the original
cause is so out of proportion to its broad political effects the world stands amazed. ...
Fortunately, above and beyond this tawdry affair,
there is the monumental good sense of the American people. They, it seems, might well consider
President Clinton morally deficient. But they also
see him as human and, for the job he has to do,
not all that bad.
Aug. 19 - Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, on President Clinton:
Will the controversy now end so that he can
return his attention to pressing political problems?
This will depend largely on the extent to which
the U.S. public is willing to let bygones be
bygones, and the U.S. Congress, which probably
will be requested to examine an impeachment
report from (independent counsel Kenneth) Starr.
(President) Clinton's credibility has definitely
suffered a major blow. It is entirely possible that
his support will erode to the point where he will
be little more than a lame duck leader for the
next two years and five months.
As leader of the only world's only superpower, the president of the United States is expected
to deal with international problems ranging from
economic instability in Russia to peace talks in
the Middle East.
The international community will be paying
close attention to see whether Clinton will be able
to put the matter behind him and return to the
role that is expected of him.

Clinton wish list unattainable
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Seven
months ago, President Clinton rose
above the swirl of the emerging
Lewinsky affair and delivered a
hold State of the Union address
that outlined priorities on Social
Security, health care, teen-age
smoking and campaign-finance
reform.
Facing a hostile Republican-run
Congress and a scandal that won't
go away. Clinton has found his
wish list largely unobtainable.
In his 72-minute speech last
January. Clinton made 30 requests
to lawmakers, leading off with his
proposal that every penny of any
future budget surplus go to assuring the future viability of the
Social Security system.
He sought broad anti-tobacco
legislation. including an increase
of $1.50 in the price of a pack
of cigarettes. a $22 billion child
care initiative, protections for
patients enrolled in HMOs and
money to hire 100,000 new teachers.
Republicans listened politely but
weren't really interested. "I just
counted up 18 new federal programs." Sen. Pat Roberts, R-Kan..
said afterward. "He's an Energizer bunny for federal programs."
There's still a month of legislating to go in this session of

WASHINGTON TODAY

Many speak ofJones'return
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Brereton Jones could look around
and see nearly a thousand people
picnicking a few weeks ago on
the grounds of his Airdrie Stud
Farm.
A few could be counted among
that peculiar group of political survivors who would later scurry to
a competing party on the grounds
of the Kentucky Democratic Party.
But many were friends of the former governor, supporters, admirers and some the merely curious.
Though it was billed as a nonpolitical event, many spoke hopefully of a Jones return to the governor's office, where he left in
December 1995.
But time and circumstances are
far different than they were eight
years ago at a similar time, when
Jones was already deeply into his
gubernatorial campaign. One of
the biggest differences is that the
central core of support players to
Jones' last campaign are scattered
far and wide.
Steve Miller, once Jones' chief
of staff in the lieutenant governor's office, is in Washington running a lobbying group. And he never
took part in the Jones administration
anyway.
Billy Wellman, who worked in
Jones' lieutenant governor office
and served two governors as adjutant general, is in Lawrenceburg,
tainted by a political scandal in
the National Guard about raising
money for Jones that wound up
with another adjutant general convicted of a felony.
Diana Taylor, who was Jones'
chief of staff, is now working with
a semi-public think tank. She does
not know if Jones will run again,
she would not work for him if
he did, has no opinion on a potential Jones candidacy and does not
care to elaborate.
Of course, the greatest loss of
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Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
all for Jones was Jack Hall, who
was his political guru and financial funnel. Hall died in June, but
may have been unavailable anyway. Shortly before his death, Hall
had accepted a job as director of
the Kentucky River Authority, an
obscure state agency, and said he
was out of the political business.
Kevin Hable and Pat Mulloy
also were early Jones supporters
who have found life outside politics. Hable, who was Jones' cabinet secretary, is practicing law in
Louisville. Mulloy, who was secretary of the Finance Cabinet, is
head of Atria Communities, a spinoff of Vencor Inc. in the longterm care business. Franklin Jelsma took over the title of chief
executive officer in Jones' office
and was in the inner circle until
the end of the Jones administration. He's also now practicing law
in Louisville in the same firm as
Hable.
None of the three Louisvillians
returned telephone calls last week
seeking their opinions on a Jones
candidacy or if they would take
part.
Among the few who do venture an observation on a potential
campaign of Jones vs. Paul Patton in a May 1999 Democratic
primary for governor is Mark Guilfoyle, who started out as Jones'
general counsel and ended up as
his cabinet secretary.
Guilfoyle tries to comment without committing or offending. He
stays in touch with Jones, but

insists the subject of another Jones
campaign for governor has not
been discussed.
"I'll say this. Brereton Jones
was a first-class governor and I'm
tremendously proud to have served
in his administration. And also
Governor Patton has done a bangup job as governor and I'm proud
as a Kentuckian to have him as
governor," Guilfoyle said.
Phil Shepherd, who was Natural Resources Cabinet secretary for
Jones, said he has not heard from
Jones about any plans to run again.
"I don't really think it's appropriate to speculate about 'what if'
questions," said Shepherd, now
practicing law in Frankfort.
Hable and Mulloy were also
Patton supporters, which was sometimes not an easy combination.
Patton and Jones share other supporters, who may suffer some consternation about a potential race.
Crit Luallen was Jones' secretary of the Tourism Cabinet and
later Finance Cabinet secretary.
She's now secretary of Patton's
cabinet and a potential Patton running mate in 1999 if Steve Henry
is not retained.
Carol Palmore was Jones' Labor
Cabinet secretary. She is now secretary of the Personnel Cabinet
for Patton. And if Patton runs for
governor, as she expects, Palmore
said there will be no question
about her loyalty.
"I'm a pan of this administration," she said.

Responsibility needed:

ing programs and protecting citiCongress, but its safe to say many
zens from abuses by the Internal
of Clinton's proposed initiatives will
go nowhere. There will be no Revenue Service, long a Republiincrease in the minimum wage this can priority.
year, no move to extend selfSpending bills still under confinanced eligibility for Medicare
sideration for the fiscal year beginto those 55 and older, no extenning Oct. 1 contain most of the ' WASHINGTON (AP) — In
sion of the Family and Medical
money Clinton sought for a clean- White House acts of contrition,
Leave Act.
water initiative and medical there's a standard line in which
Chances are slim that the Senresearch. There's a chance Con- the president takes full responsiate will ratify the nuclear test ban
gress will agree to pay at least bility for what's gone wrong. Just
treaty and even slimmer that a some of the back dues owed to as President Clinton did, before
comprehensive anti-smoking bill, the United Nations.
blaming political foes and Kenrejected in the Senate, will -be resneth Starr for making the MoniVotes are likely before the end ca Lewinsky affair the mess it is
urrected. With tobacco legislation
defeated, the money the president of the year on two other major now.
counted on to fund education and international issues, to give the president fast-track authority to negoThe responsibility line — his,
child-care programs disappeared.
Clinton's plan to protect the tiate trade agreements and to pay Richard Nixon's, Ronald Reagan's
rights of patients in HMOs was assessments to the International — sounds good, means nothing
and is almost always followed by
replaced in the House by a Repub- Monetary Fund.
the blame sequence. For good measlican version he probably will veto.
address
The State of the Union
The House passed a campaign- has long been a means by which ure, it states the obvious: A presfinance bill backed by the White presidents introduce grand ideas, ident is elected to be responsible
House, but Senate Republican lead- and Clinton is hardly the first to for his actions and those of the
has running his adminers have no intention of bringing be ignored. Andrew Jackson tried people he
istration.
it up.
to abolish the Electoral College
the president to a sinClinton's was particularly artThe president's attempt to dou- and limit
S. Grant sought ful, preceded by his statement that
Ulysses
term.
gle
of
eligichildren
ble the number
veto. And Theodore he had truthfully answered prible for child-care subsidies faded the line-item
the government vate-life questions no American
wanted
Roosevelt
away after the GOP countered with
election campaigns.
subsidize
would want to answer. He didn't
to
plans that centered on tax cuts
the word "sexual," although
use
and block grants for the states.
Regardless of the outcome of
that and cover-up allegations are
those requests, the annual address
what this is all about.
His proposals for money to hire
1
be a great educational instru"can
"Still, I must take complete
100,000 new teachers and tax credment," said historian and former responsibility for all my actions;
its to promote school construction
John F. Kennedy aide Arthur both public and private," he said
The Ledger & Times
went largely unheeded, although
Schlesinger. "You may not get in his televised attempt to close
Congress is expected to pass a
welcomes letters to the
but you can get issues." the case of his sexual flings with
statutes,
higher-education bill that contains
editor. All letters must be
has kept his agen- the White House intern.
"He
certainly
colleges
a Clinton program to get
in
da
of
front
said Rep. Lee
us,"
signed by the writer, with
It didn't close anything, despite
more involved in helping poor
to Clin- public opinion polls showing that
D-Ind..
pointing
Hamilton.
and
the writer's address
youngsters.
ton's emphasis on getting Con- Americans are fed up with the
telephone number into think about the future of whole business and want it ended.
gress
requests
A few State of the Union
cluded in case verificaSecurity.
agreed
Social
Senate
The
true.
did come
That was so before Clinton's admis"He hasn't got much of what sion of an inappropriate relationtion is necessary (telein April to accept Hungary, Poland
and the Czech Republic into an he wanted. But on the other hand, ship with Ms. Lewinsky. It didn't
phone numbers will not
expanded NATO. Clinton has signed Congress hasn't done much of anydeter special prosecutor Starr then,
be published).
legislation consolidating job-train- thing this year."
or now.
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more than SDO words. We
the
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PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

falsehoods, including the indelible, wrathfully righteous denial he
addressed to the American people
.last Jan. 26, when he said he did
not have sexual relations with that
woman.
Even in admitting that he did,
Clinton maintained that he'd been
legally accurate when he said under
oath that he'd never had sexual
relations with Ms. Lewinsky. He
had used the quasidenial before
to skirt political perils, and is
using it again.
Nixon in Watergate and Reagan in Iran-Contra could blame
overzealous lieutenants for what
happened. Clinton can't take that
refuge. He can only admit a critical lapse in judgment and a personal failure, "for which I am
solely and completely responsible."
But that was only half his story
— he then turned to defiant complaints about Starr and an investigation Clinton said has turned to
prying into his private life. "Even
presidents have private lives," he
said, although this part of his private life was pursued at the office,
with an employee.
The cases that undid Nixon and
scarred Reagan's second term were
public business.
Trying, futilely, to quell Watergate in 1973, for example, Nixon
denied any personal role in abuses that occurred in his campaign
and administration, then said: "I
accept full responsibility for them."
In his televised address, he
denied involvement in the coverup or in improper campaign tactics: a year later, after his role
had been proven, Nixon resigned,
on Aug. 9, 1974.
In doing so, he said that some

of his judgments were wrong but
were "in what I believed at the
time to be the best interest of the
nation."
Clinton said his deception was
an attempt to avoid embarrassment, to protect his family — and
to counter "real and serious concerns" about Starr's investigation.
In Iran-Contra, Reagan said he'd
deceived himself. In a TV address
on March 4, 1987, he recalled
telling the American people he did
not trade arms for hostages. "My
heart and my best intentions still
tell me that's true, but the facts
and the evidence tell me it is not,"
Reagan said.
That speech also included the
fixture:
"I take full responsibility for
my own actions and for those of
my administration."
Followed immediately by words
of anger about actions taken without his knowledge.
Not a way out for Clinton,
obviously.
Nixon, Reagan and Clinton in
turn concluded with the move-on
message.
"We must not stay so mired in
Watergate that we fail to respond
to challenges of surpassing importance to America and the world,"
Nixon said.
"The business of our country
and our people must proceed,"
said Reagan.
And Clinton:
"I take my responsibility for
my part in all this. That is all I
can do. Now it is time — in fact,
it is past time — to move on."
He will, but as a hobbled president. His problem is that Starr is
moving on, too. On him.
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DEATHS
Mrs. Lucy V. Lamb
Mrs. Lucy V. Lamb, 93, South 16th Street, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 22, 1998, at 3 p.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
She was of Church of Christ faith. Born March I, 1905, in
Lyon County, she was the daughter of the late John Turrel and
Molly Turret.
Survivors include her husband, Randle Lamb, Decatur, Ala.;
three sons, Ray Lamb, Saline, Mich., John Lamb and wife, Nancy,
Cleveland, Ga., and Jim Lamb and wife, Donna, Murray; four
grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Cave Hill
Cemetery, Cave-in-Rock, Ill.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.

Relmon Wilson
Relmon Wilson, 81, Belleville, Mich., formerly of Murray, died
Friday, Aug. 21, 1998, at the University of Michigan hospital.
He was retired from Allied Chemical Co., in Michigan, and a
retired custodian of Peoples Bank of Murray. He was a member
of Sugar Creek Baptist Church in Calloway County, of Woodman,
and of Civitan Club.
Born May 5, 1917, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Oliver Wilson and Hallie Farris Wilson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Adeline Wilson, to whom he
was married in December 1935; two daughters, Mrs. Laverne Kailimai, Belleville, Mich., and Mrs. Pam Parks, Martin, Tenn.; two
sons, James Wilson, Pottersprings, Ga., and Edwin Wilson, Estero,
Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Euvanelle Reed, Tennessee; one brother, Curt
Wilson, Belleville, Mich.; half brother, Charles Boggess; 17 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William B. Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
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earns two scholarships
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Beau Jones, a 1994 graduate majors who have been involved
of Calloway County High School, in dark tobacco production.
Jones, the son of Wayne and
has been awarded a George Beiderwell Scholarship and a U.S. Mag Jones of Murray, is majorTobacco Scholarship at Murray ing in agriculture at MSU.
During college Jones has been
State University.
The George Beiderwell Schol- a member of the MSU Horticularship is awarded to residents of ture Club and the National StuKentucky west of the Pennyrile dent Exchange Program. He is a
Parkway. The U.S. Tobacco Schol- member of the Kirksey Baptist
arship is available to agriculture Church.

Woman arrested for allegedly
mailing cyanide envelopes

Labor
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
woman was arrested for investigation of attempted murder after
she was found at a post office
with more than 100 envelopes containing bags of deadly sodium
cyanide disguised as nutritional supplements.
Kathryn Schoonover was arrested Sunday afternoon at a post
office in Marina del Rey, about
10 miles southwest of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County Sheriff
Sherman Block said.
"Had this stuff gone into the
mail, we would have had mass
murder," Block said.
The envelopes were addressed
to people across Southern California
and as far away as New York.
Each business-size envelope contained a clear plastic bag filled
with about a teaspoon of the cyanide
in powder form, and each bag was
attached to a brand-name brochure
that claimed the powdery substance was a nutritional supplement, authorities said.
The poison, which interrupts
the uptake of oxygen in cells,
causes almost instant death if consumed.
"This ... is essentially the same
chemical they use in the gas chamber," said Frank Cervantes of the
Los Angeles County Fire Department.
Investigators were interviewing
Ms. Schoonover, 50, to determine
a motive.
Block said no envelopes had
been mailed at the Marina del Rey
post office, but there was some
concern she may have mailed
envelopes elsewhere along the
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Get Your
Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares
As Much About
Your Coverage
As You Do.
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coast, so the U.S. Postal Service
was checking mailboxes along 90
miles of coast between Los Angeles and.. Ms. Schoonover's hometown in Carpinteria, a coastal town
southeast of Santa Barbara.
Deputies also planned to contact the addressees. Block said
there did not appear to be any
pattern to the mailings.
The envelopes were discovered
after a passer-by in the post office
became suspicious when she saw
Ms. Schoonover stuffing the bags
into envelopes and saw a container on the counter with poison
symbols. The passer-by contacted
authorities.
When Ms. Schoonover was
pulled over in her car in front of
the post office minutes later,
deputies found the sealed envelopes
and a container partially filled with
a white powdery substance.
Hazardous materials experts later
determined the powder was sodium cyanide and sealed off an area
around the post office. Nearby
streets and a shopping center were
evacuated for five hours, Deputy
Steve Wealer said.
Three types of brochures were
in the envelopes, advertising the
powder's nutritional, sports performance-enhancing or weight-loss
abilities, Block said.
The packages looked convincing. "I think most people would
probably try it," Block said.
In 1982, authorities determined
that cyanide killed seven people
in the Chicago area after the deadly chemical was placed in capsules of Extra-Strength Tylenol.

John C. Cannon
The funeral for John C. Cannon will be today at 3 p.m in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Carol Owen will
officiate. Entombment will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens Mausoleum.
Mr. Cannon, 71, Sycamore Street, Murray, died Friday, Aug.
21, 1998, at 4:46 p.m. at Owensboro Mercy Health System. Owensboro.

Mrs. Pearl Riley
Mrs. Pearl Riley, 80, Gobo Road, Kirksey, died Friday, Aug.
21, 1998, at 2:45 p.m. at Mills Manor, Mayfield.
A life long member of New Home Baptist Church, she was
retired from Newsome's Upholstery.
Her husband, Rudy C. Riley, one grandson, Barry Bohannon,
her parents, Lewis Smith and Lona Hill Smith, one sister and two
brothers preceded her in death.
Survivors include two sons, Larry Wayne Riley, Kirksey, and
Lennis Neal Riley, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Robbie Pigg, Farmington; two brothers, William Smith, Mayfield, and Hurshel Smith,
Cadiz; four grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
The funeral was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Mark Thweatt officiated. Pallbearers were Stacey Riley, Ragen Riley, Terry Barton, Stacey Brown,
Joseph Cope and Gary Brame. Burial was in New Home Church
Cemetery.

Mark Stephen Zacharko III
Mark Stephen Zacharko III, infant son, died Thursday, Aug. 20,
1998, at 9:10 a.m. at Kosair Children's Hospital, Louisville. He
was born Aug. 19, 1998, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His grandfather, Earl Underhill, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his parents, Mark Stephen Zacharko II and
Natalie Louise Zacharko, Roosevelt Road, Dexter; his grandparents, Pat and Molly Ross, Dexter, Bob and Valerie Bucy, Princeton, and Mark and Susan Zacharko, Baltimore, Md.; his greatgrandparents, Robert and Frances Ross, Dexter, Barbara Griffen,
Princeton, and Michael and Shirley Zacharko and Alice Katzenberger, Baltimore, Md.; five aunts, Nicola Ross, Murray, Katie and
Beth Ross, Dexter, and Jennifer and Victoria Zacharko, Baltimore;
one uncle, Keith Ross, Dexter.
Private graveside services were Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at St.
Henry Cemetery, Aurora. Fr. Ray Goetz officiated.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home was in charge of the arrangements.
Editor's note: This obituary is being reprinted at the request
of the family who has paid a fee for publication.

James Floyd Blagg
James Floyd Blagg, 72, Flint Road, Murray, died Saturday,
Aug. 22, 198, at 6:12 a.m. in the Emergency Room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was a retired machinist for Midwest Operating, a Navy veteran of World War II, and attended Jehovah's Witnesses. Born in
Carterville, Mo., he was the son of the late William Blagg and
Myrtle Blagg.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Mohundro Blagg; two
daughters, Anetha Blagg, Selmer, Tenn., and Linda Blagg, Florida; one son, Keith Blagg, Indiana; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Janice Smith and husband, Dewayne Jr., and Mrs. Teresa Cooper and
husband, Charles, all of Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Virginia Bockerich and Mrs. Dorothy Christian, Mountain Home, Ark., and Mrs.
Joye Blagg, Steele, Mo.; one grandson, Jason Blagg; one stepgrandson, Stephen A. Janow..
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. James Spence will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).
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Kenlake set to host
Hot August Blues Fest
For the ninth straight year Ken- Mary' Ann Fisher Band. Delicious
lake State Resort Park in Aurora Blues Stew MR2BLUE. The Hurd
will be hot with the blues. It is Brothers and Big Al & the Heavythe Hot August Blues Festival weiehts. Gates open at noon on
scheduled for Aug. 28-30.
Saturday.
The proceeds will go the MarSunday's admission is 514 in
shall and Calloway County Habi- advance. 516 at the gate. The linetat for Humanities chapter.
up consist ot Rod Piazta and the
The fun kicks off with free Miehtv Flyers. Mike Griffin & the
concerts on Friday featuring the l•nknossn Blues Band. Jimmy Hall.
Harper Band, Biersdorf & Kolbe, Miranda Louise. and Little Ed and
Crash Daddys and Lew Jetton & the Blues Imperials and an early
61 South. Bring your chair or hird performance hr Bo & the
Blues Cress. Gates open at 10
blanket and sit back.
show
admison Sunday.
a.m..
Saturday's
For
For additional information, call
sion is 58 in advance. 510 at the
gate. the acts are Kelly Richey, 1-800-3-)5-01-13.

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market Sews Sen ice August 24.
1998 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act.0 Est. 200 Barrows Se Gilts .50-$1.00 Lower
Sows steady to $1.00 Lower
$32.00- 33-50
US 1-3 230.260 lbs
$28.00- 31.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
$31.50 - 33.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. .

S22.00 - 25.00

LS 1-2 200-215 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-150 lbs.
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs
LS 2-3300-500 lbs.
Boars $10.50-11.00

$14.00- 15.00
$15.00- 17.00
$18.00- 21.00
$21.00. 26.00
$15.00- 16.00

Prices As
Of 9 a.m.

Stock Market Report

•

Holland The Co.

Oneida Boyd, chairman of the Murray Tourism Commission,
presents the first installment of a $50,000 grant to Jim
Carter, director of development and alumni affairs at MSUfor the purchase of the portable basketball floor in the
Regional Special Events Center. Other commission representatives pictured are, from left to right, Executive Director Judy Gargus. Tim Miller, Jim Vaughan and Marty Runion.
Commissioners not pictured are Dean Ehrenheim and Amy
Wilson.
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HEARING AID SALE
Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS
BIRTHDAYS ARE SPECIAL
ii

With This Coupon

\174

S595.00
up
and

Not Valid With Any Other Offers
This Coupon Offer Expires 9-30-98

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes

Call Today For Your Free Test!

ANC.
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MU
illi
tour partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

Activities Director, Janet Miller, wishes
Laverne Ford a very happy birthday at
Hickory Woods Retirement Center.

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 759-8700

(502)753-8055
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.
Hearing Rehabilitation
206 South 4th • Murray
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Gathering set
for Sept. 12
All local residents with a connection to California are invited
to the "Hats Off to Fall" evening
gathering on Saturday, Sept. 12.
For information on time and
place, call Mary Thomson at 4365022 or Lil Cook at 753-9729..
For the event everyone is asked
to wear a hat and to bring an
appetizer or dessert.
After the 1987 Rand McNally
Book rated Murray/CalRetirement
THOMPSON
CRYSTAL J.
loway County as number one,
transplants from other cities and
states moved to the county.
Among them were Ruth and Skip Dobbs, center, speaker is pictured with Al Hough, left,
Buck Oney who noticed they and Heloise Roberts, right at the recent AARP chapter meeteren't alone as newcomers from
Crystal J. Thompson of Muring.
ray has been nominated to be California. They helped organize
included in the 32nd annual edi- a picnic, akin to the Iowa Picnic
tion of Who's who Among Amer- they had observed in the Los Angeican High School Students. 1997- les area.
When Ruth approached Liz
98.
Thompson is a sophomore at Bussey, then executive director of
Calloway County High School. she Playhouse in the Park, about holdis active in the Speech Team, For- ing the first picnic on the Playeign Language Club. Cross-Coun- house deck, Liz suggested the name,
Skip Dobbs, director of Mur- area.
Dobbs said "we hope to comtry Track Team, and Murray-Cal- California Connection. The terra ray-Calloway County Park, was
with
any
with
people
allowing
stuck,
loway County; Swim Team.
the guest speaker at the recent plement present programs
beninclude
to
the
California
to
for
connection
programs
new
other
Stanley
of
daughter
the
is
Murray/Kentucky
She
meeting of the
resicounty
and
city
the
of
efit
Assoand Angelia Thompson of Mur- themselves.
American
the
of
Lake Chapter
Since then, the group has evolved ciation of Retired Persons at Sir- dents and tourists visiting the area."
ray.
A video concerning the develHer grandparents are Bobby and into the current schedule of evening loin Stockade.
of parks was shown by
opment
of
vision
Billie Walker of West Paducah and gatherings twice a year. "Every
the
discussed
Dobbs
Christine Thompson of Princeton. time we consider ending the group, the park which was established Dobbs.
we hear about someone new to here 23 years ago.
Al Hough, program chairman,
the area who would like to become
Dobbs. Heloise Roberts,
introduced
continued
include
His goals
involved," one member explained. maintenance of the park pool; president. presided.
"That keeps us going."
The chapter will meet Tuesday,
replace equipment; repair the build25. at 11:45 am. at Sirloin
Aug.
not
and
abuse;
ings; keep down
have garbage dumped by people Stockade with the program to start
at 12:15 p.m.
in the park.
The ladies of the Oaks CounRandy Hutchens, Calloway
to
hopes
Dobbs said the board
try Club will have activities on
the events at the County Attorney-elect. will discuss
with
continue
Wednesday. Aug. 26.
park, such as tournaments and pro- his views concerning consumer
Bridge will be played at 9:30
grams; family reunions; walking fraud as it affects the senior cita.m.
The Kenlake ladies played golf
trails; and just a place for parents izens, how the county attorney's
Golf play will start at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, Aug. 19, at the
the
and grandparents to use for a place office affects the citizens of
with Laura Parker as hostess. PairKenlake State Park Golf Course.
concerning
visioa
his
and
county,
to be with their children.
ings will be made at the tee.
Best ball event was won by Freda
The director said a grant had the county attorney's office, accordAug.
Winners of golf play on
Elkins and Louise Parker with a
ing Hough, program chairman.
been received to develop trails in
19 have been announced by Anna 35.
All interested persons are invitbicycling and
Lou Coleman. hostess, as follows:
Other members playing were the park for both
to attend, Roberts said.
ed
First place - Martha Broach, Hazel Hill, Bobbe Manning, Anita walking. and park benches in the
Kitty Steele, Ruby Herndon, Linda Thomas, Tina Andrews, Dotty
Elliott, Ina Horton, Betty Hunt,Indy
Pate and Mary Alice Smith:
Second place - Anna Lou Cole- Allen, Lisa Graven and Dawn
man. Murelle Walker, Cynthia Dar- Reeves.
Tee time for this group has
nall and Agnes Payne;
Third place - Doris Rose, Mary been changed for the rest of the
Wells, Crystal Parks and Shirley season to 8:30 each Wednesday
The ladies of the Murray Coun- Norma Frank, Rainey Apperson
Wade:
morning.
Fourth place - Laura Parker,
Anyone interested in playing try Club will begin their medal and Betty Scott.
Medal play will continue on
Mary
and
Dalton
Lib
Veazey,
Sue
with this group contact Hazel Hill play on Tuesday, Aug. 25.
The Tuesday line-up is as fol- Wednesday, Aug. 16.
Alice Garner.
at 1-502-354-6535.
The line-up for the regular play
lows:
8:30 a.m. - Barbara Gray and to start at 9 a.m. Wednesday is
0
as follows:
Coi -4140,_1400044
Glenda Hughes;
A
Tee 10A - Louise Lamb, LaV8:45 a.m. - Sue Outland, Venela
1
0 /
erne Ryan, Rebecca Landolt and
Ward and Linda Burgess; .
@WEEKLY
9 a.m. - Betty Lowry, .Sally beth Belote;
Tee 10B - Betty Stewart, MarCrass and Evelyn Jones;
Adkins, Billie' Cohoon and
ilyn
Betty
Carver,
Lisa
a.m.
.9:15
SPEELPEUILL
§
Sanning.
Carolyn
p.m.
530
and
at
Begins
Hulse
Frances
Purdom;
Jo
PROGRESSIVE
Anyone not listed for regular
Inus Orr;
9:30 a..m. Peggy ,Shoemaker, play may come and be paired at
the tee or call Marilyn Adkins at
COVERALL
753-7722.
Looking for a Horse or
Winners of golf play on Aug.
Burro?
19 have been released by MariSF*EELNIAILL
Why Not Adopt One?
lyn Adkins, hostess, is follows:
Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
Championship flight - Lisa CarvLand
of
Bureau
the
Call
Plays 12
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
first, Inus Orr, second;
er,
at
Management
Games
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00
First flight - Venela Ward, first.
(703)440-1700
tr I specials at $I Per card Or $2 tor three Special carry over 7 k
r;
•4
Linda Burgess, second;
Fie,,eshmerts cancy arc PREE popcorn served Kentucky Charitable Gaming Ucerse 4,0FlG00005
A public service ot this publicatioe
A
403W 749
/////.49 /77/ wer/.40YAW
hkr,
4ssr
Second flight - Peggy Shoemaker, first, Ann Brown, second;
Third flight - Barbara Gray,
first, Marilyn Adkins, second;
Fourth flight - Carolyn Sanning;
Low putts - Frances Hulse.

Student named
for publication

Dobbs outlines goals
for local park system

Oaks' ladies
plan events

Elkins, Parker
named winners

Murray club ladies will
start medal play Tuesday
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Murray State University is open for the fall session. Best of
luck and hope to these students who are here for their first
year and to those returning to continue their studies.
Each year as the new session begins, we are reminded of
those early pioneers who worked to have the higher institution
of learning located in Murray. Other places were working to
have the college in their cities, but Murray was chosen.
Think of the money that is spent by the students in our
businesses here. As one local carpet store employee • noted, the
sale of carpet for dormitory rooms was very brisk on Friday
and Saturday. Also remember how many of our local people,
besides the faculty, are employed at Murray State.
The traffic may be heavy trying to get to work, but just
remember what a blessing it is to have MSU here.
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CUBS meeting on Wednesday
CUBS (Calloway United Benevolent Services) will meet Wednesday, Aug. 26, at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Agenda items will include establishment of a free medical clinic for the
working poor; expansion of state medical program for children;
child care subsidy program; proposed recreation tax. To have items
added to the agenda call Karen Guthrie, CUBS secretary, at 7627365 or fax at 762-7330, or Donna Herndon at 762-7333 or fax
at 762-7334. All interested persons are urged to attend.
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CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, Aug. 26, at 3:30 p.m. in the school
library. Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all members to attend and
invites all interested persons.
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MHS Boosters will meet
Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet
Wednesday, Aug. 26, at 6:15 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All memhers and interested persons are urged to attend.

West View schedules events
West View Nursing Home has scheduled events for the residents
and patients. Tuesday events will be Room Music at 8:30 a.m.,
Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 10:30 a.m., Sensory at II a.m.,
Concentration Game at 2 p.m., and MSU Time at 6:30 p.m. On
Wednesday Room Music will be at 8:30 a.m., Bible Class at 10
a.m., Sensory at II a.m., and August Birthday party at 2 p.m.
Events Thursday will be Room Music at 8:30 a.m., Gospel Hour
at 10:15 a.m. and Face Down Cards at 2 p.m.
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Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS will meet Tuesday. Aug.
25„at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Featured will be games.
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced
or widowed. For more information call Doris at, 753-0273.

Auditions scheduled

base
and

..Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for its upcoming
Agatha Christie murder mystery, "Cards On the Table," to be presented Oct. 23 to Nov. 1, on Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 24 and
24, at 7 p.m. at the old freight depot of the playhouse. Parts available include seven males and seven females from 20s to 60s with
English accents. For information call 759-1752. •
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SCV meeting Monday
The Colonel A.P. Thompson - Fort Heiman Camp Sons of Confederate Veterans of Calloway and Marshall Counties will have
another organizational meeting on Monday, Aug. 24, at 7 p.m. in
the Annex of the Calloway County Public Library. This will be
the last organizational meeting before the charter meeting. If you
are interested in becoming a member please attend on Monday and
your wive is also invited. For informatioi,, call Sandy Forrest at
753-9688.

dow

Parents Anonymous will meet
The local chapter of Parents A non, mous will meet Monday.
Aug. 24, at 6 p.m. For information about the place of the meeting call 753-0082.
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Mike Williams
of Murray, KY
has lost 341A lbs.
1 4 inches
& 38/
in 10 weeks!!

Call us TODAY for your FREE consultation &
let us show you how easy it is! There is
NO better time to start your program!!

HI-ENERGY
Murray, KY

6ra-±-!--il Et767-0780

Adult Books on Monday

The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday.
Aug. 24, at 7 p.m. in the Calloway County Public Library. Bill
Phillips will be the leader of the discussion of "Civil Government"
by John Locke. All persons who have read the book are invited
to take part in the discussion.

Cheaper By The 1/2 Dozen
11"

Pairs
Ladies
Shoes

2995

Bring Family, Neighbors, And
Friends and Split the Cost!

Factory Discount Shoes

and

Nurse's Uniforms
8) Sun. 1-6 N
Open MonAL 9-6 (Fridays
Downtown on Court Square • 753-9419

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Poultry industry trying
to solve manure problem
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Broiler Council, the National
Turkey Federation and the U.S.
Poultry and Egg Association —
have been discussing how to change
their operations to better protect
water and soil quality.
"The purpose is to come up
with a set of guidelines that could
be adopted on a voluntary basis,"
The Clinton administration has
said Richard Lobb, a spokesman
targeted agriculture runoff as one for the National Broiler Council.
of the biggest threats to water
"We know this is an issue. The
quality. The federal Environmen- industry wants to be part of the
tal Protection Agency and Agri- solution."
culture Department are expected
But the process has exposed
to release a draft report in the regional differences. Two weeks ago
next few weeks outlining a broad in Birmingham. Ala., participants
strategy for reducing nutrient runoff were unable to reach a consenfrom livestock and poultry opera- sus.
picis
Farmer,
tions. A final plan is due in NovemStar
FFA
Region
Jacob Falwell, Purchase
They are still grappling with
ber.
The
Fair.
State
Kentucky
1998
the
tured with his display at
questions about funding — who will
Meanwhile, some states, such pay for research into new techfair runs from Aug. 20-30 in Louisville. Falwell is a 1998
as Maryland, have been address- nologies and educational programs,
graduate of Calloway County High School.
ing problems associated with nutri- as well as new nutrient manageent runoff from chicken manure ment plans geared more for conwith their own regulations.
trolling phosphorous runoff, as
Since early this year, poultry opposed to current plans that focus
groups — including the National on nitrogen.
DOVER, Del. (AP) — Poultry
growers and processors across the
country are trying to develop a
uniform plan to handle agricultural runoff in hopes of avoiding new
federal rules they fear could be costly, or state-by-state rules that could
create a competitive imbalance.

Farm Service Agency
launches new effort

Calf owners look for better prices
Current weak feeder calf prices
are enticing some cow/calf operators to consider retaining ownership of their animals through the
feedlot phase of production, hoping for better prices when the cattle are ready for slaughter.
Historically, it has not been
profitable to routinely background
cattle, but this year may be different, according to an extension
agricultural economist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"This year, retaining ownership
of calves through finishing in a
feedlot may add income, but farmers should realize that is a risky
enterprise," said Lee Meyer.
Research shows that not all programs are profitable. Producers
who sent calves to feedlots last
winter/spring, for marketing this
summer are taking losses of $75
to $125 per head. However, the
opposite can also be true. In a
15-year period, one study showed
returns to a combined backgrounding/finishing program ranging from -$135 to +154 and averaged -$9 per head, he said.
"The key is to make decisions
based on current market situations
and to manage risk," Meyer said.
Currently, slaughter cattle prices
are in the upper $50 s to about
$60 per hundredweight.. However,
futures markets for early 1999 are
trading in the $64-$65 ralige. Feeder cattle prices are also comparatively low, with yearling.- steers
selling in the upper $60s.
While total cattle numbers are
down, the number in feedlots is

MONEY-IN-MINUTES"
Cash Advance
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Call Or CONK In Today!

The
MoneyPlace
513-A S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-8900
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Charles Miles hands some cut dark-fired tobacco into the barn
Saturday as area farmers have begun the harvest of the season.

up 2 percent. according to USDA's
Aug. 14 report. A key factor is
the mix of heifers - there are 5
percent more heifers on feed, showing that farmers are sending heifers
to slaughter instead of keeping
them to rebuild breeding herds.
That, coupled with a very large
total meat supply, suggests that
slaughter cattle prices will remain
low - at least in the near future.
w ill
When
the market turn
around'?
"I think the market will turn
in the first half of 1999. but cheap
corn could cause it to happen
sooner. Nonetheless, there is a
greater chance of prices rising than
dropping, but there is no guarantee that cattle placed on feed in
the next couple of months will
get prices over the low $60s, a
net return of about $50 per head.
"The critical question is can
you live with that? Remember, if
a calf dies in ttie feedlot, you bear
the loss, not the feedlot operator,"
Meyer said. He also suggested that
producers who send cattle to feedlots consider buying price insurance with futures options contracts.

LaNina will have influence
La Nina, as the transitional period between El Nino and more
normal weather is called, will have
a substantial influence on Kentucky's weather through next spring,
according to an extension meteorologist with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
-La Nina's immediate influence
will be frequent, intense rainfall
through the fall, with a winter that
will be more extreme than usual,"
said Tom Priddy.
For Kentucky, he said, La Nina
will have more influence than El
Nino, at least if this La Nina follows the historical pattern.
"Kentucky is geographically
between the Southeast and the
Midwest, which means that its
weather could mimic either area
during La Nina,- Priddy said.
Kentucky could either experience a winter that is cold with
heavy snowfall, which is predicted for the Midwest, or one that

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Prices
Open
Mon.-fri. 7-5;

Great Selection

Great Tires!
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90 DaysSameAs Cash
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WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd.• Murray • 753-1111
Owner: Gerrald Boyd

[WHEN SUMMER ENDS.1
YMCA GOOD TIMESIS AFTER SCHOOL CHILD

is warmer and drier than usual as
is predicted for the Southeast.
"In any event, the prediction is
that Kentucky's winter will be
more extreme than usual." he said.
Already. the end of El Nino
has influenced Kentucky's weather by causing two record rainfalls
in the past six weeks, he said.
"We need to look at El Nino
and La Nina as normal occurrences. History indicates that these
unusual weather patterns are actually quite normal. They were apparent in both 1958 and 1973." he
said.

"Already. the subsurface temperatures along the east central
equator are 8 degrees Centigrade
below the average, which signals
the transition from El Nina to La
Nino," Priddy said.
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mation. Producers in need of hay
will be provided with lists of the
closest producers with hay to spare.
and vice versa, allowing them to
contact each other and make
arrangements. Hay Net will remain
in operation for six months.
Further information on Hay Net
is available at the Calloway County Farm Service Agency, 88 Robertson Road S. Murray. The telephone number is (502) 753-1781.
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Fast Service

Convenient Location
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Both El Nino and La Nina are
weather fluctuations caused by
changes in the ocean.

$399
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The Calloway County Farm Service Agency has launched a new
effort to match farmers suffering
from hay shortages with producers having hay surpluses.
Hay Net is a national clearinghouse for producers with shortages or surpluses of hay. Farmers
are encouraged to sign up and
register their hay situation at the
Calloway County FSA Office.
FSA will use its nationwide
computer network to share the infor-
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McGwire hits 53rd,Sosa 51st
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
Mark McGwire has been reluctant to talk about his home runs all
seasoft. And now, after No. 53, he's
having to explain a lot more than
how he's hitting them.
McGwire became the first National Leaguer to hit 53 homers in
49 years in the St. Louis Cardinals'
4-3 loss to the Pirates in Pittsburgh
on Sunday.
McGwire. who broke Babe
Ruth's record for homers in a span

of three consecutive seasons on
Saturday, hit a 2-2 pitch from Ricardo Rincon into the left-field
seats at Three Rivers Stadium with
two outs in the eighth inning.
His sixth homer in five days left
McGwire eight short of tying
Roger Mans' record of 61 in 1961.
McGwire. who has 32 games left.
also took a curtain call.
"They kept clapping for about a
minute, so I ducked my head out
and gave them a wave," McGwire
said. "I hope the Pirates didn't

mind. I wish everybody in baseball
could feel the reception I'm getting."
McGwire is also getting attention for his use of a controversial
over-the-counter pill he's been taking for more than a year. He came
under increased scrutiny this weekend after it was reported by the Associated Press that he has been using androstenedione, known as "andro," a testosterone-producing pill
banned by the NFL and NCAA.
On Sunday, the Cardinals re-

leased a statement saying they have
no objection to McGwire's use of
the pill.
"Due to current research that
locks documentary evidence of any
adverse side effects, the Cardinals'
medical staff cannot object to
Mark's choice to use this legal and
over-the-counter supplement," the
statement said.
McGwire's homer came just
minutes after Chicago's Sammy
Sosa hit his 50th homer for the
Cubs at Wrigley Field.

"Really, that's really cool,"
McGwire said when informed
about Sosa, who also hit No. 51 in
the Cubs' 13-3 loss to Houston.
McGwire and Sosa didn't hit the
day's only noteworthy homers. San
Francisco's Barry Bonds hit his
400th career homer and San Diego's Greg Vaughn set a career-high
with his 43rd this season.
McGwire became just the third
NL player to hit as many as 53
II See Page 9

Racers end
summer
drills with
scrimmage
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
After Saturday's scrimmage ended
two-a-day practices, Denver Johnson said
his team isn't where it needs to be right
now, but that the Racers are "gaining on
"There was a lot of good and bad."
Johnson said. "There's a lot of competition and good things going on. It was hot
this morning; we've been blessed with
pretty good weather up until now, but it
got to us a little bit late today."
Quarterback Justin Fuente. a transfer
from Oklahoma, completed 10 of 13
passes for 113 yards under game conditions Saturday. Dan Loyd, last year's
starter, completed 5 of 9 attempts for 38
yards.
Senior tailback Wilbert Smith led all
rushers with 42 yards on nine carries.
Junior college transfer Jermaine Manning
rushed for 24 yards on five carries and
scored two TDs. Junior wide receiver
Terrence Tillman. a transfer from Austin
Peay, had 61 yards on four receptions and
Shaun Boykins had three catches for 33

III See Page 9

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State running back Justin Bivins tries to elude members of the Racer defense during MSU's final scrimmage of the summer Saturday.

Winning touch
Horse trainer Stephens dies;
brother of Murray resident
AP, Staff Report
MIAMI (AP) — Woody Stephens. the Hall of Fame trainer
who won an incredible five consecutive Belmont Stakes victories.
died Saturday after a long illness.
He was 84.
Stephens died of complications
from chronic emphysema at 3:20
a.m. EDT at the Heartland Health
Care Center in Miami Lakes, said
Bill Tippins. administrator, of the
facility. '
One of his sisters, Murray resident Anne Vinson, said Stephens
"was a dear brother and I feel a tremendous loss.
Woody Stephens is shown
with 1983 Belmont Stakes
winner Caveat. Stephens'
sister Anne Vinson lives in
Murray.
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"He was loved and respected by top trainer in 1983 and most of his
best runners — were yet to come.
many people," Vinson said from
"He was one of the most reher home this morning. "I shall
nowned
trainers in the United
never forget his fun-loving stories
one of the most reand
States,
horses."
his
involving
in thoroughbred
spected
horsemen
Since 1990, when he underwent
Noe, the chairKenny
racing,"
said
heart bypass surgery. Stephens has
man of the New York Racing Assowalked with an oxygen tank for the
ciation. "His accomplishments, esemphysema.
"Churchill Downs and racing pecially his five (consecutive), Bellost a great friend and a great mont Stakes wins, I don't believe
horseman," said Thomas Meeker, will ever be exceeded."
In all, Stephens trained 11
president and CEO of Churchill
Eclipse Award-winning horses, inDowns. "Woody is the classic
American success story. He came cluding 1984 Kentucky Derby and
Belmont Stakes winner Swale,
from humble beginnings and rose
to the very top of-his profession. 1983 juvenile champion Devil's
For years, Woody was the measure Bag and 1982 Horse of the Year
Conquistador Cielo.
of success for a trainer."
"Although winning five conStephens was inducted into thorsecutive Belmonts (the third leg of
oughbred racing's Hall of Fame in
1976. But his biggest triumphs — the Triple Crown) was an achievethe record five Belmont victories,
an Eclipse Award as the nation's •See Page 9

Martin wins Goody's 500
By JOE MACENKA
AP Sports Writer
BRISTOL. Tcnn. (AP) — Victory Lane is supposed to be a joyous haven, a place for upbeat celebrations with your family, friends
and crew members.
But Mark Martin looked like a
lonely, exhausted man after he won
the Goody•s 500. He tried his best
to manage a polite smile as he
posed for photographers, and at one
point, he softly asked a Bristol.Motor Speedway official if he could sit
down and rest.

Saturday night's viitory came
14 days after Martin's father, Julian. and two other family members
were killed in a plane crash, and finally, the son felt like he had paid
him a proper tribute.
"He would have been proud of
this one." Martin said.
The victory broke up Jeff Gordon's hid to set a modern-era Winston Cup record by winning his
fifth consecutive race, hut to Martin. that was secondary.
"Three weeks prior to my dad's
accident, he left some instructions.

with . his right-hand man at his
trucking company that if anything
ever happened to him, for him to
keep trucking and for me not to
miss a race on account of him and
to go win the championship," Martin said. "This is a baby step toward
that."
Martin came to Bristol trailing
Gordon by 97 points in the 1998
driver standings. Martin's victory,
combined with Gordon's fifthplace finish, cut the gap to 67 with
II races left.
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Kudos to
baseball's
home run
bombers
In this the year of the home
run, I thought I'd seen everything - that was until this weekend.
St. Louis Cardinals slugger
Mark McGwire has been on a
record pace all season long in
his pursuit of Roger Mans' single season home run mark of 61
in 1961.
But six homers in five
games?
This is getting a tad bit out of
hand - even by McGwire's standards.
After blasting his 53rd homer
against the Pirates Sunday, the
opposing crowd in Pittsburgh
gave him a standing ovation.
.Several hundred miles away
in Chicago, Cubs outfielder
Sammy Sosa also kept pace with
Mans by clubbing his 50th and
51st homers against the Houston
Astros.
With all this excitement, it's
hard to believe that baseball was
knocking on death's door almost
exactly four years ago.
With the numbers seemingly
increasing daily, it is becoming
a matter of when - and not if McGwire will accomplish the
feet.
My guess is that Big Mac
will break the hallowed mark either Sept. 22 or 23 against Houston at Busch Stadium.
As for Sosa, I think he may
fall a few home runs short in his
quest.
However, kudos to Sosa for
his attitude throughout this
whole ordeal.
While McGwire has resisted
the media attention - almost to
the point of anger, Sosa has embraced the record chase.
Sosa, milking the moment for
all it's worth, is having fun which is something many athletes fail to do when they are on
top of their profession.
After all, this is a kids' game
being played by grown men.
Steroids, what steroids:
News has recently surfaced that
McGwire has been taking a performance-enhancing substance
called androstenedione.
The substance, which supporters say enhances muscle
mass, was banned by the International Olympic Committee
and is illegal in the NFL and
NCAA. But major league baseball has no restrictions on the
drug.
My only question is the timing of this report.
If•McGwire has been taking
this substance since the beginning of the season, then why has
it become an issue now?
Whether it's considered a
steroid Or not, McGwire feels
that it's a safe product and his
sport has no problem with players using it.
So what's the problem?
The answer is that there's not
one.
People should be focusing on
the game and McGwire's pursuit
of the record, and not something
as trivial as this.
Play ball: It has been well
documented that Cardinals manager Tony LaRussa has gotten
into the habit of giving
McGwire one day off each
week.
While it's a nice gesture considering all the pressure on
McGwire, giving the slugger a
day off is not healthy for base-

II See Page 9
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_Sports
Annual softball meeting Sept. 1 at MSU
The Murray-Calloway County Girls' Softball Association's annual meeting will
be Sept. 1 at 7.30 p.m. at Murray State University's curns Center Ballroom. The
purpose of the meeting is to assess this summer's season and to suggest improvements for next year. The annual meeting is open to all MCCGSA members.

MHS football season tickets for sale
Murray High School football season tickets are on sale at the high school office this week for new season ticket holders. The cost is $25. For more information, call the school at 753-5202.

MHS football season tickets for sale
The Murray High School Tiger athletic booster club will meet Aug. 26 at 615
p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All members are encouraged to attend.

Black Patch Race scheduled Sept. 12

t.

The second annual Black Patch Race will be held Saturday, Sept 12 at the
Caldwell Lyon Baptist Center, located on Hwy. 62 west in Princeton.
There will be three races, all starting at 8 a.m (5K, 10K amd two-mile walk).
Male and female trophies will be presented to first place finishers yn each age
category. T-shirts will be given to all participants.
Traffic control, time splits and water stations will be provided. The race is cosponosored by Taco Johns, the Caldwell County Times/Leader, Hancock's MorFor-Less, Quality Ford Mercury and the Caldwell/Lyon Baptist Association.
For more information on the event, contact Harold Greenfield at (502) 3659919

MSU Athletic Association luncheons set
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Murray State University head football coach Denver Johnson will once again
be the featured speaker at the MSU Athletic Assocation luncheon meetings
throughout the 1998 season.
All Racer fans are encouraged to attend the meetings, which will be held each
Tuesday at noon at the Sirloin Stockade in Murray. Coach Johnson will kick off
the first meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 1.
"I think Racer fans will enjoy hearing from coach Johnson about the previous
game and the upcoming game," said association president John Peck."We have
a great time every Tuesday, and I encourage everyone to attend throughout the
season."
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
All 'Times CDT
American League
East Division
Pct.
GB
L
740
New York
33
94
18 1:2
76
52
594
Boston
.531
61
26 1'2
Baltimore
69
66
64
508
29 12
Toronto
45 2
49
79
383
Tampa Bay
Central Division
Pct.'
GB
71
58
550
Cleveland
71
454
12 12
59
Kansas City
14
442
72
57
Minnesota
14 1,2
.56
72
438
Chicago
2,
Detroit
50
79
388
West Division
GB
L
Pct.
Anaheim
546
71
59
527
2 1/2
Texas
68
61
11
461
Seattle
59
69
t1 1/2
Oakland
60
71
458
Sunday's Games
Kansas City 11, Tampa Bay 5
Cleveland 4, Baltimore 1
Boston 5. Minnesota 1
Detroit 5, Oakland 4
Anaheim 3, Toronto 2
Seattle 3, Chicago White Sox 2
Texas 12. N.Y Yankees 10
Mondays Games
Chicago White Sox (Surotka 12-11) at Seattle (Claude 7-9), 2.35 pm
Kansas City (Barber 0-1) at Toronto (Hengten
11-9), 6.05 p.m
Anaheim (McDowell 2-2) at N V Yankees
(Pellicle 14-7), 6.35 p.m
Detroit (Thompson 10-10) at Texas (Sella
14-10), 735 pm
Only games scheduled

National League
East Division
•
L
Pct.
GB
662
Atlanta
86
44
14
72
58
554
New York
22
64
66
492
Philadelphia
389
35 1(2
Montreal
51
80
41
Florida
45
85
346
Central Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
618
Houston
81
50
71
59
546
9' 1.2
Chicago
477
62
68
18 1/2
Milwaukee
18 1/2
Pittsburgh
68
477
62
477
68
18 1/2
St Louis
62
Cincinnati
454
21 1.2
59 t 71
West Division
Pct.
W
L
GB
83
47
638
San Diego
.531
14
61
San Francisco 69
19
64
66
.492
Los Angeles
23 1/2
60
71
.458
Colorado
49
82
374
34 1.2
Anzona
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 10, Montreal 0
Colorado 5, Philadelphia 2
Pittsburgh 4. St Louis 3
Arizona 4, N Y. Mets 3
San Diego 13. Milwaukee It. 10 innings
Houston 13, Chicago Cubs 3
San Francisco 10. Florida 5
Atlanta 12, Los Angeles 7
Monday's Games
San Francisco (Gardner 10-51 at Florida
(Meadows 10-9), 12 05 pm
Los Angeles (Bonanon 6-81 at Atlanta
iGlavine 16-51. 12 10 pm
Cincinnati (Hamisch 9-6) at Montreal (Hermanson 11-9). 1235 pm
St Louis (Bottentielcl 4-5) at Pittsburgh
(Van Poppet 1-1). 12 35 pm
Arizona (Telemaco 4-8) at N sit Mets (Yosnii
5-61. 12.40 pm
Houston (Reynolds 15-8) at Chicago Cubs
(Clark 7-11), 1 .20 p.m
Colorado (Jones 5-7) at Philadelphia J_oewer 6-4), 635 pm
San Diego (Hitchcock 7-5) at Milwaukee
(Woodard 9-81, 7.05 p

SCHEDULE
TODAY
GOLF
MHS girls at Caldwell -- 4
SOCCER
Lady Tigers vs. St. Mary
Ty Holland Field -- 7.
TUESDAY
GOLF
Boys, girls
at Murray CC -- 4
SOCCER
Lady Lakers vs. Heath
CCHS field -- 7
Lakers at Graves Co.
Mayfield - 6
Tigers at St. Mary
Paducah -- 5:30

JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY FROM
THE BEST TIRE PRICES IN TOWN!
762-0000

•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion
In-home, hotel or office by appointment.
Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.

run homers and Brad Ausmus had
four hits, including a three-run
homer, and five RBIs as theAstros
increased their NL Central lead to 9
1/2 games over Chicago.
Sosa drove a 3-2 pitch from
Houston's Jose Lima (13-6) completely over the bleachers in leftcenter field in the fifth inning. Sosa's..second home came off Lima in
the eighth.
Padres 13, 'rewers 11
Jim Leyritz's two-run double in
the 10th helped San Diego win a
wild one at Milwaukee.
The teams combined for 33 hits
against 12 pitchers and took 2
hours. 3 minutes to complete the
first four innings.
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ment in which he took great pride, I
believe his greatest pleasure in his
incredible career came in winning
the 100th Kentucky Derby in front
of home folks," Vinson said.
Stephens' wife, Lucille, started
talking retirement in the mid1970s, and he seriously considered
it in 1984, after broken ribs, pleurisy, pneumonia, the death of Swale
and the forced retirement of Devil's
Bag with injuries. But Stephens

From Page 8

didn't finally retire until last Sephomers in a season, joining the Pitember, after 61 years at the track.
rates'
Ralph Kiner (54 in 1949) and
The day after Creme Fraiche
gave Stephens his fourth straight the Chicago Cubs' Hack Wilson.
Belmont victory, he noted that who hit a league-record 56 homers
there were 20 well-bred 2-year-olds lin 1930.
ElseWhere in the NL. it was San
in his barn, all potential Derby
Diego 13. Milwaukee 11; Arizona
shots in 1986.
None won the Derby. but Dan- 4, New York 3: San Francisco 10.
Florida 5. Cincinnati 10, Montreal
zig Connection gave him his fifth
straight Belmont victory, and that 0; Colorado 5, Philadelphia 2: and
Atlanta 12. Los Angeles 7.
was worth sticking around for.
Astros 13, Cubs 3
-I'm so proud of that," he said.
Sosa's to homtrs gave him the
-In 118 years, no one had won five,
much less five in a row.second-most in club histor behind
In the 1980s, Stephens seemed the NL record of 56 hit hv Hack
to own the third leg of the Ameri- Wilson in 1930.
can Triple Crown. He saddled nine
Craig Biggio hit a pair 0)three_
entries for the Belmont in 10 years.
Five went on to win: Conquistador
Cielo in 1982: Caveat in 1983;
Swale: Creme Fraiche, the first
gelding to win the I 1/2-mile clasFrom Page 8
sic, in 1985, and Danzig Connection in 1986.
ball - especially down the stretch
"What made Woody special was
in September.
that he related as well to the little
With McGwire just eight
person as he did to European.royalty," Vinson said. "He never forhome runs away from tying Magot who he was. a Kentucky farm
ris, he should be on the field
boy.
with every available opportu"He loved his home and his
nity.
state, and if yOU knew him, you
Why, you sa)
loved him," she added.
Because the fans of baseball The funeral will be in Lexingsuch as myself - deserve that.
ton, Ky., on 'Wednesday morning.
We deserve to see McGwire
The family requests that in lieu of
have every opportunity. to break
flowers donations be Rade to the
the most revered record in all of
"Emphysema Foundation."
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yards. light end Jerome Warren
hauled in two passes for 21 yards.
"I thought Jermaine Manning
showed some good speed on a-couple of sweeps; we had him at receiver but we've moved him to tailback," Johnson said. "And Terrence Tillman is really gaining a lot
of confidence."
Defensively, Mance!! Elam and
Rod Thompson had interceptions.
"(Oklahoma transfer) Steve Williams showed up a lot and Shadrach
Jackson made a few plays," Johnson said. "We're not as greased up
as we need to be yet, though. Our
timing is still a little off. It's a
learning process and I'll need to
look at the film of this to get a
really good idea of where things
are,
With fall semester classes starting today, the Racers will settle
into a regular afternoon practice
schedule.
"Now our time becomes limited
and we'll have to use it more
wisely," Johnson said. "There's so
much more we need to do physically, but at some point we'll have
to pull back on them so they can
get their legs back and get to feeling good. They're pretty beat up
right now."
Johnson said the offensive line
continues to be a concern.
"Scott Pitt hasn't practiced
much because he's been hurt and
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Jud Carter was held out because of Murray State quarterback Justin Fuente attempts a pass in Saturday's scrimmage. Fuente
his shoulder: we're having a little
completed 10 of 13 passes for 113 yards on the day,
bit of a difficult time getting everybody in there at the same time," he
best five are and get them ready as season Sept. 5. hosting Southern Ilobviously got some concerns on the
said.
linois at 7:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart
"Ron Brown and Bruce Reden- offensive line," Johnson added. best we can.Murray State opens the 1998 Stadium.
baugh are improving: bUt we've "We still need to identify who our
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MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Tires

Specializing In Dean & Genera ,
401 N. 4th St.
MAMA

sports.
After all that baseball's been
through in the last four or five
years. it needs all the good publicity it can get.
Imagine just how good for
baseball it will be if McGwire
breaks the mark.
With the NBA in a labor dispute, baseball's in a prime position to win the hearts of sports
fans everywhere.
And what better way to do
that than with an All-American
boy like McGwire!

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
1 120 Country Club Rd. • Puryear, TN

901-247-3264

5th Annual Two-Man
Tournament
September 19 & 20
Call Pro-Shop For Details!

304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

Amatuer Weekly Contest

0_114t.

Wednesday Nights

$100 CASH PRIZES a $i DRAFT
Best In Adult
Entertainment

World .Cfass
gifen's Club

7,000`sq. ft.35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups

DAILY SPECIALS

conon
;er a
iase-

BUDWEISER, BUD
LIGHT, MICHELOB

• Food • Pool
• Darts
21 and up

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

Get Your
Auto
Insurance
From An
Agent
Who Cares
As Much
About Your
Coverage
As You Do.

The car you drive is an
expression of who you are, so
it's important to make sure it's
fully protected. When you're
ready to renew your auto insurance, give me a call. I know just how
special your car is to you, and I'll put my
experience to work for vou, to find the
exact Grange coverage ,,ou need for
INSURANCE
} • partner Itt protection
today - and tomorrow

Orancre

INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore Murray

753-8355
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Devil% Ws
$6.2.5 Comae lark, 10% Discount 2nd Rua, 60% Discouni rd; kun
4 WW1 6 Day Per.o.od
Ra
(All 3 Ads hi
$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads
day he pa word pa day for each addiuonal consocuuve day
30. par word. $h CIO muurnurn
go into Shopping Guide )$2 OD ears for blind box ads
Clamalieds
$2.00cxtra for Shappa(Tun

020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155

Zit

Just Say "Charge It"

Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

160 Home Furnishings

320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440

Advertisers are requested to check the
rst insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

Yard Sale Prices
25 wd. max.
1x2 ad
1 insertion
70 wd. max
1 Insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

National Rates

Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

060

060
Help Wanted

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies

445 Lois For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060
Nonce

Notice

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

$7.50

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Deadline
Day & Time
Frt. 11 am.
_Frl. 3 p.m
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

I OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling

010 Legal Notice

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

Help Wanted

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560
570

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column
Wanted

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off

CANCER
INSURANCE
No aye limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local claim service'
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
ARE there any African Violet hobbyists who would be
interested in having an African Violet Society of
America Chapter in the
Murray area? Please call
Carla Yambert at
436-2774

LOOKING for mature, rePEACHES
BEST paging. Best coverFull-Time Deli
sponsible, christian womage Pagers at cost or The Dale Bremer Orchard
Driver:
an to care for 18mo old in
lease cheap. No contract: of Metropolis will bring
Help Needed
exhave
Must
home.
my
peachNo deposit. $8.33/mo Lo- quality tree ripened
If you're experienced
perience & references.
es to Murray. Sales locatcal call 414-BEST
a fast learner
or
Full-time position. days.
ALL FLATBED DRIVERS!
ed on vacant lot beside
BIBLE message 759-5177
apply in person at
Call 759-3783 after 6pm.
Pockets Shell on 641 N
If you want to learn
CORNER POCKET
Variety Finale available
Owen's Food
about the best Flatbed
DecoBlack's
PAINTERS:
Come by and see us
Aug. 23rd, Sweet Sue ill
company in the
rating Center of Murray,
Market
Billiards and More
approx. Aug. 27th & Enindustry...
experifor
recruiting
is
KY
Almo Heights
Main St.• Murray
core, our very flavorful late
call us TODAY!
enced painters. $9.00 per
peach (excellent for freezFREE Pregnancy Tests
hour to start with opportuAVON
ing too) available '9 Sept.
Lifehouse 753-0700
nities for advancement
1st. We plan to be in Mur- $ Money! Money! Money'
and benefits. Affordable
way.1-888the
easy
Earn
ray nearly every day;
HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
group health insurance
weather & supply permit- 669-6820. Ind/sIs/rep.
per item: Mon-Sun. Ott
available. Interested peryellow
our
for
Look
ting.
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
CASHIER
TRANSPORTATION
sons should leave voice
peach trailer! Dale Bremer Full-time position with benmiles. 489-2243.
mail message by calling
of Memphis, Tennessee
Orchard of Metropolis,
efits. High school graduate 502-759-8609. No walk-in
MACHINE Quilting Regu-6803
1-800-238
.
1-618-524-5783
or equivalent with two applications being acceptlar size $31 50 Murray
positions avail
0/0
&
Co
years of cash register ex- ed. Equal Opportunity EmSewing Center 753-5323
040
".."(
perience required; prefera- ployer.
Boontrnate
cash
register
NCR
ROY'S HOME
bly with
Wanted
MEDICAL
systems. Experience in"We're the Home town ROOMMATE wanted 1/2 volving transactions with
People" in Home Medical utilities $200/mo
Mastercard, Visa, Ameri759-4389
can Express, Discover,
Equipment. 604 South
12th St. Murray, (Inside
and MSU Debit Card System preferred. Position will
Walter's Pharmacy).
also include working in
753-7565.
various other areas of the
Bookstore and other duties
as assigned by the director. Excellent public relations skills important. Must
be able to work effectively
with faculty, staff, co-workers, and students. Accuracy and minimal mistakes
essential in this position.
Work schedule: Monday,
Tuesday, and Friday- 9am
to 6pm; Wednesday- 9am
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
Saturdayto
1pm,
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
12:30pm to 8prn. SundayYOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
1pm to 4pm. Flexible
Do you want a career" Do you want to earn MK+ per year?
hours required depending
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
on Bookstore schedule.
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
Salary $6.35 per hour. Apam looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
ply at: Human Resources,
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
Sparks Hall, Murray State
would want to be treated.l work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
University, PO Box 9, Murhave these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
ray, KY 42071-0009. An
you and explain the benefits our company has to offer
EEO. WF/D, AA employer.
Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr, Sheperd
CDL drivers & laborers.
11-4 Mon.-Sat. •(502) 753-0580
492-6141 or 753-1537.
Call for directions if needed No resume please
Banker
COLDWELL
I hire people. not paper E 0 E
Woods and Associates is
expanding. Agents needed, training available. 7531651

ATTENTION

Journeyman
HVAC Duct
Installers
Wanted

Classified

753-8181

Show off your grandchildren by inserting
their photo in the Murray Ledger &
Times, Saturday, September 13, 1998.

Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
Grandparents
Ronald & Shirley Thompson
Michael Garland
Lana & Kevin Russell

Lauren Danielle Magee
Grandparents
Sam & Debbie Howard
Eugene & Judy Magee
Phil & Karen Blackman

(Actual photo size will be 2x2 114)
Send photo, names of grandparents, name of child, (maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for return of original photo and payment to:

Murray

Ledger &
P.O. Box 1040

Times

Murray, KY 42071

Bring in by September 9(12 Noon) to be
published September 13th.

DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers
Earn $1,000 plus per
Managers, waitweek
resses & door persons
also needed Work for the
around
Call
best
(901)247-3965

I Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in your paper.(Photo
enclosed.)
Name of Child
Name of Grandparents

PART-TIME office assistant for tax & accounting
practice. Bookkeeping &
accounting software experience preferred Send resume to: PO Box 1040-C,
Murray, KY 42071

(BRIGGS & STRATTON)

Briggs & Stratton Corporation, world's largest producer
for outdoor power equipment, currently has an excellent
career opportunity in its Small Engine Division for a
progressive individual who shares in our commitment to
produce quality products This position will be located in
Murray, Kentucky

DIVISION ACCOUNTING

MANAGER
Under the general direction of and reports to the Division
Vice President and General Manager, the SED Accounting Manager will be responsible for monitoring billing of
shipments. establishing and monitoring cycle count programs, coordinating review of inventory balances, assisting in preparation and monitoring of capital budgets
and expenditures, coordinating variance data, allocations and perform cost estimating projects Will also
assist in the preparation of operating budgets. review
purchase price variances, and prepare plant financial
statements and reports
QUALIFICATIONS
• Four year degree in Accounting
• Certified Public Accountant
• Minimum of 3 years accounting experience in a
manufacturing environment.
• Knowledge of cost accounting and standard cost
celIent communication and interpersonal skills
• Excellent
• A commitment to continued initiatives for self.
improvement
We otter a comprehensive salary and benefit package If
you meet these requirements and would like to join
Briggs & Stratton's manufacturing team, send resume
and complete salary history in confidence to ATTENTION: Doug Hocking, Briggs & Stratton Corporation,
110 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071

RESTAURANT
MANAGER
Fast food experience is a
plus. Will beat any current
benefit package. Send resume to: P.O. Box 955
Henderson, KY 42419.
ROBERSON Hih Burger is
accepting applications for
experienced grill & prep
cooks. Applications available at 413 S 4th St, Murray.
SERVICE Tech needed.
Must have knowledge of
computers. Experience a
plus. Send resume to: PO
Box 938. Benton, KY
42025.
UNIVERSITY LAN
MANAGER
Information Systems, Murray State University. Qualifications: Four years experience in a multi-vendor
network environment is required. Networking protocol experience must include TCP/IP and Etherwith
Experience
net.
switched ethernet, APPLETALK, DECNET and Token Ring are desirable.
Server experience must include Windows NT. Any
Unix expenence is a definite plus. A Bachelor's degree in Computer Science
or related technical field is
highly desirable. Responsibilities: Plans, implements and supports network solutions between
multiple platforms. Installs
and maintains local and
area network hardware
and software. Troubleshoots network usage. Application Deadline: September 4, 1998. Forward
resume and three references to. Brenda Rowland,
Information Systems, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071.
Murray State University is
an equal education and
employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.
WANTED
Factory trained ASE Certified Technician for fast
growing import dealership.
Apply by resume only to:
Mike Smith Toyota Mitsubishi. 2101 Irvin Cobb Dr,
Paducah, KY 42003
WILLOW Pond Restaurant
of Aurora now hiring part
time weekends Apply in
person, 4-6pm daily. No
calls please
WORK at home $500$2,500 part time Full training Free booklet 800705-3438, ext 8
070
Domestic &
Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553

Computers

I Enclosed is $7.00 1st picture, $5.00 each additional picture and stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of
I picture.
I.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Immediate openings in the
Murray area for people oriented individuals to loin industry leader, #1 temporary service company in the
world. Successful candidates will have a minimum
of 3 years experience in
customer service position
or sales support position,
and be able to handle a
variety of tasks in a fast
paced office environment.
communication
Strong
skills a must. Excellent
training, competitive salary, fringe benefits include
401k. Respond with resumes and salary history
to District Manager. 3555
Park Plaza Drive. Paducah, KY 42001.

LOOKING for mature adult
over 18 who loves children, non-smoker, willing
to take training, criminal
check done for in home
daycare, need TB test.
This is part-time 20 hours
a week. May work into fulltime. For application & interview need to be certified
in CPR & First Aid or willing to get certified. Call
753-2643.

a

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America Call 1 am4pm, Mon-Sat. 753-0580

Equai Opportunity Employer

GREAT multimedia computer, Great price $575
Call 753-7050

Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916
(5e
(50

DRIVERS NEEDED
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services,
Inc. has an immediate opening for DOT
qualified tractor trailer drivers with at least 2
years experience. Work is primarily over the
road; steady; home each week. You will
earn excellent wages and a full benefits
package including major medical, vision,
dental, prescription, retirement program,
and much more. For further details, call
(502) 753-1156. Must pass DOT physical
examination and drug screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Restaurant Manager

II

We have an opening for a manager in
Murray. Fast food experience is a plus.
Will beat any current benefit package.
Send resume to: Restaurant Manager,
137 Gibbs Store Rd., Murray, KY
42071
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!
PROFIT SHARING!!

9(

Jakel, Incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
force in Murray, KY. In conjunction with this effort
we have implemented a brand new wage program for production workers that rewards performance and service. If you are interested in
earning a competitive wage, working four days a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vacations and holidays, participating in the company's growth and profitability, and possessing
one of the finest health insurance plans around,
then you owe it to yourself to check us out. You
can do so by applying in person at:
Jake!, incorporated
700 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
EOE

rcA,

CU

ITU

Position Available

all

Op

Murray Middle School
Secretary/Bookkeeper

sa

Ni
PT

The Murray Middle School is a highly
respected, academically-oriented school that is
known for its tradition of excellence in learning
and a number of extra-curricular activities. The
Murray Middle School continues to strive to be
a warm and welcoming school where all children can learn.
The minimum requirements for this full-time
position demand a high school diploma or its
equivalent. The bookkeeper/secretary will handle accounts payable and accounts receivable
for the Murray Middle School as well as answering four phone lines. In concert with another
secretary, this position is expected to help meet
the needs of the public and students as they
enter the school office area, The person holdings this position will report directly to the principal of the school. The bookkeeper/secretary
will be compensated for 205 weekdays according to the Murray Ihdependent Schools classiscale. A benefits package is also provided.
fledpay
A knowledge of bookkeeping and accounting
principles as well as a pleasant office demeanor
are essential for this position. Keyboarding proficiency and a knowledge of Microsoft Office
and Quicken in a Windows95 environment is
required. Interested persons should send their
applications to

Board of Education
St.
KY
42071
Murray,

Murray

is

lc

4
p.

'11

208 S. 13th

Murray Independent Schools is an equal
opportunity employer and does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color, religion, marital status, sex, or disability.

II
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SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916
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Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

BUILDING A New Homy?
WE OFFER°. )N.1 PLETE PRE:Wit:1M,
SERVICES INCLUDING:
TELEPHONE NETVVORk S
WHOLE HOUSE AUDIO
VIDEO DISTRIOJTION
INTERCOM SYSTEMS

SATEWTE & CABLE TV
DRIVEWAY ALERT SYSTEtIS
ELECTRIC GATES

FREE CONSULTATION!
,

MURRAY
TELEPHONE
IY
&
ELECTRONICS

753-7567
506 N 1211, Street, %ham

Computer Repair, Upgrade,
Training & Installation
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Justin Crosser
Support Specialist
(502) 759-8662 1709 College Farm Rd.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 853-3967

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Now, regardless of FIEALTH, you
can purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Board of the KY
Health Purchasing Alliance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents
of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a quote. You can now
change and shop for price alone. If your
present policy is over 12 months old,
you do not have any waiting period for
pre-existing conditions.

McConnell Insurance Agency
ES

1!!
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905 Sycamore •

Murray • 753-4199

Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

130

150

Articles
For Sete

F015810

or Trade
FOR sale or trade for liveable mobile home 22ft
Travel trailer, 17ft Glastron
boat. 40hp motor with trailer 502-753-0138

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th. Murray
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
Articles
For Sale
12X24 METAL bldg with
garage door, wired, insulated. Used cash register.
Xerox 5314 with new copy
cartridge & storage cart.
Call 753-0212.
1989 Dodge Dynasty, V-6
automatic, tilt, cruise &
locks. Cold air, 61,xxx
miles, lady driven. Garage
kept. Super clean. 7535881.
2 CEMETERY plots in
Crysta Garden at Murray
Memorial Garden Call
492-8364
2 COMPUTER desks Call
before 11am or after 5pm,
753-4123
6PC waterbed/ bedroom
suite, youth race car bed
Call 753-8674
ANTIQUE team drawn
$550.
farm
wagon,
CRAFTSMAN 12" electronic band saw, $275.
DORMITORY refrigerator,
$75. 502-345-2997.
CARDIO glider $150. Like
new stepper $20. Chest
freezer $50. Dollhouse
$50. Barbies NRFB 753E411 or 492-6268.
DALE Earnhardt Limited
Edition Atlanta 1996, 1:24
Scale Stockcar on bank
base, Winston Cup Collectible. $200 obo. 753-8197
after 5pm.
FOR SALE: Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies.
Call 492-8566.
FOR SALE: Treated utility
pole with 200 amp box,
meter base, and weatherhead (complete). $300.
Call 474-8704 after 5pm,
leave message

Apartments For Rent

I

1993 CLAYTON Ardmore,
14X60 2 bedroom 1 bath,
gas heat, central air, covered front & back porch,
325gal gas tank $12,500
Well kept 492-8723
1999 CLAYTON 16X80, 4
with 2 baths.
bedrooms
8hp
RIDING lawn mower,
this beautiful home
Snapper A-1 condition Own
for only $1,375.00 down
Price $150 753-8705,
and payment less than
leave message
$250 00 per month See at
SEE us for your barn or Gateway Mobile Homes,
roof metal Cut to length
Benton, KY Ph
Covers 36 'riches, many
502-527-1427.
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722

SELL, buy, consign pre
owned, good used furni
lure & accessories
753-2733
180

SMALL engine repair
753-0260
Farm Equipment
1997 WHEELER Hopper
40 feet 513.000 489
2915 or 489-2392

12X60 2BR. stove, refng
air conditioner with storage
on 1/2 acre lot No pets.
$225 plus deposit 4374386
2BR small furnished. Quiet
court, $150 month/ $190
month. 21/2 miles east of
Murray 753-8216
767-0388
2BR trailer No pets References needed Call 7539866
2BR, 2 bath Rent to own
in Grogan s Trailer park
Central h/a Coleman RE
753-9898

Club MOBILE home, 759-9730
INTERNATIONAL
mower,
belly
Cadet
$2,800 753-9887
220
Musical
ARTLEY flute for sale
$150 436-2902 or 753
9998
BALDWIN Hamilton Studio
piano. Delivered & tuned,
$950. 437-4432.
YAMAHA student alto saxophone & accessories. Excellent condition, $500
Call 753-0856.
YAMAHA trumpet, 1yr old
with case 753-4737

ACRE, S100/mo 753
6012
12

MOBILE home lot for rent
in small park. Concrete
drive & sidewalk, trash
pickup, lawn mowed. Located on Hwy 641, Hazel.
$110 per mo. 492-8488
300
Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

Mobile Homes For Sale
14X60. 2Br, gas h/a
Coleman RE 753-9898

4 CAR shop for rent 7534509

1987 14X80 CAVALIER II
3br, 2 bath, 8ft sprayed
ceilings, excellent condition. 753-2915

OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center 753-4509, 753-6612

1989 EXTRA clean, spacious, 14x76, 2br. 2 bath
with garden tub. 435-4305.

Want To Rent

1 2 a JBH units available
immediately Apply at Mur902
Cal
Apartments
Equal
Dr
Northwood
Housing Opportunity 7594984 TDDrr 1-800-2472510
1BR partially furnished
Some utilities paid No
pets 767-9037
1BR with loft, 1 bath
stove refrigerator furnished 9 MONTH LEASE
required
References
$260/mo Includes water,
sewer & garbage Call
753-0919 or 1-800-5897956
1BR 5225/mo Coleman
RE 759-4118
2 BR upstairs apt Water
included No pets $285
mo/deposit 5353 121 S
489-2296
2BR duplex. central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up No pets
$420/mo. Security deposit
492-8393.
2BR duplex, stove & refrigerator, washer & dryer,
$350/mo plus deposit Call
435-4125
2BR near campus
pets. Call 753-1203

No

2BR, 202 S. 11th. 7538101.
2BR, 915-A Coldwater Rd
Appliances, w/d hook-up,
lease, deposit & references required $450-$500
month 759-1425 if no answer leave message
2BR, brick, patio, w/d
hook-up, shade. No pets.
$35$/mo. 753-6931.
2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR, stove/refrigerator furnished. Central h/a. Deposit & leave required.
1303 Chestnut St.
759-4696.
4BR, 2 baths, students
Coleman RE 759-4118
5 ROOM apt. located at
703 S 4th St, good condition, appliances furnished.
$325/mo, $325 deposit.
1yr lease. 436-2935.
CURRENTLY taking applications for rental assistance on 1. 2 & 3br units
for qualified applications.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity_ TDD# 1-800-247-2510.

WANT to rent pasture to
cows in Almo. Dexter area
MUST sell 16x80 1994 AtReasonable 759-4163 af
lantic 3 BR, 2 full baths
ter 7pm
(one with garden tub). Already sitting on beautiful,
DUPLEX 2br. Coleman
Apastments For Rent
landscaped, rented lot.
RE 759-4118
Has large back deck, front
DUPLEX, Puryear, 2br,
porch w/swing, minutes 1 OR 2br apts near down stove, refrigerator, w/d
town
Murray
a
starting
from city and country area.
hookup, carport, storage,
Call 759-9215 leave mes- $200/mo 753-4109
clean, quiet, $400/mo plus
will
I
and
home
sage if not
1BR Diuguid Dr Call Cole- deposit. No pets
return call.
man Realty 753-9898
901-782-3495.

AS400 Consultant
Need
Need assistance in MC con
I can support you in your new
tion. Knowledge in RPG and COBO
gramming,'MAPICS and J.D.

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week -(13 week minimum)

•

application software, M
& Utility Billing.
For additional info

ANTIQUE BOOTH SPACE AVAILABLE
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Charlie's Antique Mall in downtown Hazel. Ky. is
currently renting space. Charlie's is the largest
mall in Hazel with heating and air. 10'x 10' spaces
are $55.00p/month and 10% commission. We are
open year around 7 days p/week. If you want good
sales and friendly service drop by or give us a call.
No tax number or lease required. You bring and
price/we do the rest. Remember, your first month
is always rent FREE at Charlie's.

CIL111.1,1E'S ANTlitITE ,11(1,1,

ice*

SOIDA FOUNIAIN

/Insured

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
Phone (502) 759-4734
David Borders

/Commercial Waste
Disposal
1-800-585-6033

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does navay . S760 on Part A;$100 on Part B. Call me for
more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

121 Park 'N Sell)

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to.

Wiggins Furniture
miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Ftt . Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

2

Lei us put your item in the largest auction on the world
wide web (Internet). This service is especially great for
the item that would take that special "hard to find" buyer.
Results in just 7 days. No Item Is to large or small in
value. Give us a call and we will talk with you about the
cornpaubihty of your item for this type of auction. We
handle every detail for you including the shipping of the
item.
PRICES FOR OCR SERVICES
Non-Refundable Insertion Fee Per Item: 512.00
Commission Of Selling Price: 20%
If your kern doesn't sell no commission is owed
Contact Cs For Details

DIVE INTO PRIMESTAR'S COOL
SUMMER SAVINGS
77 Channels
With

• Iwo geo* ease oonons
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0
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$2999.
FIRST MONTH

•

FREE!

Professional Satellite
513-C South 12th St • Murray KY 42071 • 502-759-5552
Gene Johnson

P1?IINE

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Complete Brake Service,
Struts and Shocks etc.

Bubbles & Bark
Pet Grooming
502-489-2761

Edmon Jones, Owner
15011 753.1151

NEW 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator,
w/cf. $365. 10 Minutes
from university. No pets
M-F, 8-5. 753-4937.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NOW accepting applications! New 1br suites w/refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, w/d, deck. No
pets. 1714 Chris Dr. 1yr
lease. 435-4040, 559
3333, 759-2571.

taZ

It's that good.

7ce

"STOP"

SODA 111UVIMIN

341.3 Shia St, P.O. Box 1% • Hazel, KV42041
E-Mall: CharReallKtaotcom
owner: Ray Gough • (502) 492-1175
M -F 10:111-5:110 • Sat. 10:311-5:011 • Sun.1:00 5:00

ers

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

641 Storage
Ail Sizes
ailable
753-5585
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th sr
& Sycamore E Next
Cunningham Auto Repa.r
753-3571

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796
CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouse;
on Center Drive behinc
Shoney s
520-S40 mc
759-4081

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Unrts
Available

753-3853
NORTHWOOD
,
stora::,,
presently has units ayaliable 753-2905 or '537536

502-435-4487
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com

Now is a Great Time to Build

SPACIOUS, 2br duplex
central h/a, appliances
yard maintained by owne$400/mo. 1908-B Westwood, 753-8096.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished wiwasher & dryer, $500/mo, 1 yr lease 1
mo deposit. No pets.
753-2905, 753-7536.
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, central h/a, fully applianced, w/d hook-up,
carport, clean, pets allowed. $560/mo plus deposit, lease. Crystal Brook
Ln. 759-5477

If you are looking hw quality we want to he your
building contractor. With blueprints Ali specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start, you arc undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
t he new city building codes.
plv w it h
We c
of Like
We also siwcialize iii con-4ruct.
homes. large or small.

'Bruce Green
'1,1irdr/ittri Cot:tractors, bre.
(502) 753-8343
fte
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(ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION)

For fleet
in
FURNISHED room
beautiful local home at 714
Poplar Phone & utilities
included, $300 Call
759-8345
room
SLEEPING
$150/mo, Coleman RE,
753-9898.

11 2BR, 1 bath, w/d includ
ed No pets Corner of 7th
& Olive $265/mo + deposit Flexible lease Call 7624483 or 345-2748 after
'5pm
2 BR, gas heat, in country,
5 miles south on Hwy 641
$425/mo plus deposit 6
month lease 753-6411 or
492-6268
2/ 3BR house
RE 759-4118

Coleman

2BR. central air, appliances. w/d, $400/mo Deposit No pets 753-7920
167 Wilkins St, RI 5 Murray. Available 09/01/98

$500/ mo 502-436-6069.
Collect 770-386-0962
3BR brick, 2 car garage.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

762-1100

Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving

3BR. 2 bath 753-4444

Rental and

NEXT to university. 603 N
16th St 3 to 4 Bedroom
$1,000/mo Call 527-8612
360
I
Storage Rentals

Ph. 1-888-673-0040 ,Toll Free

north area, central gas h/a
$500/mo. Call 753-3785 or
489-2183
3BR log cabin with loft,
fully furnished, near lake,
long or short term lease
$675/mo 901-232-8545

S
HALEY'
Sales

FURNISHED _lc,
1,
Ideal f( •
No per
NEAR f.4Su 3 BF,
central gas
applia'
fans
hook-up doutle
outside storage 2 stud'/
(awe'
rooms
upstairs
street $575 Reference-,
and deposit required No
pets 753-1059

A tremendous range of choices in city limits
Financing available by Murray Estates

:111pr
7/7- 753-3985
AUCTION WEB SERVICE
GET THE MOST FOR YOUR ITEM

I

EFFICIENCY, living room/ 3BR, 1 bath house central
basement
full
bedroom, kitchen, bath h/a,
$190/mo + deposit No $450/mo + deposit 1404
pets Flexible lease Call North 16th Cali 753-5261
762-4483 or 345-2748 af- 38R, central gas hia, ceilter 5pm
ing fans, appliances furFURNISHED efficiency nished, w/d hookup, nice
Coleman RE 759-4118
backyard $430 plus deIN country lbr apt, com- posit, no pets References
pletely furnished, extra required 753-1059
clean No pets $265/mo 3BR, w/d hookup, applianplus deposit 436-6081, ces furnished, central h/a
Near university No pets
436-6105
KENTUCKY Lake. Lake- Lease & deposit required
753-4181 or
land Wesley Village, 1br $400/mo
apartment, utilities includ- 489-2181
ed, rent based on income. 4 BEDROOMS. 3 bath,
62 & older, or handicap & 1705 Miller Available Aug
disabled Equal Housing 1 759-2276 or 762-7374
502-354- ext 194
Opportunity
8888
4BR furnished, 11/2 bath,
LARGE 1br furnished apt. 10 mi Murray State, near
No pets. Near MSU. Avail- Hardin, central air & heat
able immediately.
Min. lease, 9 mos, Sept
759-2174
8th thru June 8th. $700 mo
LARGE 2br apt, 1 bath. & deposit. Ph 437-4251.
stove & refrigerator fur- 4BR, 11/2 bath, large faminished, w/d hook-up, gas ly room, stove, refrigerator
heat, fireplace 9 MONTH & w/d hook-up $520/mo +
LEASE. References re- deposit Flexible lease No
Very
nice. pets 762-4483 8am-4pm
quired.
$400/mo. Call 753-0919 or 345-2748 after 5pm
1-800-589-7956
5BR, 1 bath & 2 half baths
LARGE 2br furnished $550/mo plus deposit
$285 2BR furnished $255 753-9826
Downtown, no pets M-F,
6BR, 3 bath house for
8-5 753-4937
rent. N. 16th & Miller
LARGE brick duplex in pri- Available August 15th. Call
vate area, 2 bedroom, 2 Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444.
bath, central gas HVAC,
utility w/d hook-up. No ENTIRE
house, 1402
pets. Lease + deposits. Hughes St, 1/2 block from
$450 month. 753-1623, MSU, 4br, 3 baths, all apbetween 6-9pm.
pliances, will accommoMANOR date 6 people. Also baseMURRAY
APARTMENTS: Make it ment apt. 1 or 2 people
your home! Great 1 or 2br No pets. Ask for Carol,
apartments with great 474-2773.
price, central h/a, laundry EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath. 8
facilities. Office hours miles northwest. S575/mo
Mon.-Fri. plus deposit. 753-8582.
8am-5pm,
Equal
(502)753-8668,
FOR Rent. Sale or Trade:
Housing Opportunity.
1 bedroom furnished lake
NEAR Universtiy: Extra front cottage. $325/mo,
large, two bedroom apt, Olive Branch Realty.
with spacious living room,
767-9900
kitchen- dining area, lots of
closet space. Range, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposer, washer/ dryer hookup. Fully carpeted, well insulated. Central electric
heat and air. Avail. Sept 1.
$350/mo, $350 deposit
753-4560, 9am to 5pm.
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MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Nest to Hickory Log

All Types of Refuse Service
unting
teanor
lg proOffice
tent is
d their

Lou V. McGary
lial. Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

Tea

303 Male St., P.O. Box 196 • Hazel, KY 42049
E•Mall: Charlles100taol.com
Owner: Ray Gough • (502) 492-8175
10:00-5:00 • Sat 10:30-5:00 • Sun 1:00-5:00

759-213

INSURANCE

753-7890

340
Houses For Rent
I

LEER topper, red for midsize truck Excellent condition Call 474-8340after
5pm
OLD Boy Scout items/ especially white feather 800287-3646, ask for Brent

Lawn & Golden

150

340
Houses For Rent

320

270
Mobile Homes For Sete
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MONDAY AUGUST 24 1998

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LA ND...MOMENTS FROM TOWN!
SATURDAY, AUGUST 29TH
Machinery & Equipment AT 10:00 A.M.
Real Estate Sells At 12:00 Noon
Mars ISE ikaisssia tlesents lEasem
NEAR LOWES, KENTUCKY
3.5 Mlles SE Of Loves • 7 Mites NW Of Mayfield
From Mayfield At Graves Co High School
Take Hwy 121N To Hwy 440 Y-Otf,Proceed
On Hwy 440 NW 3 5 Miles! Signs Posted'

.
21:11 ACRES
Coieseltelusraitiesnea
Buy Any individual Tract, Combinations
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property/
Real Estate Terms:15% Down, Balance In 30 Days
Foossltry Cheatiltsg Earfuls-on-sent
Trucks - Tractors - Machine'y
Loaders - Conveyors - And Morel!
Case 1845C Uni-Loader 1205 Hrs 80 Bucket SN
JAF0224075. "Like New • 91VVhite GMC Roaa
Tractor. 60 Series 300 Horse. Hendrix Susp V.ie! K.
Tea,,er
22 5 Rdls • 86 Benson 28' Alumn Dump
wliner. New Brakes. New 24 5 Radials • 86 F,-.1
'8000 Spreader Truck 3208 Cat 7 Spd
1996 w New Warren 16' Hyd Liter-Lime Cor-ii?
LF 3020A-16 Spreader Bed. SN S09866. F';`^7
Rear Floatation Tires • 2- Gregory Model 3500 Pc,:t-,
House Crusters. New In '95 & '96 • 86 R Model Mac.
Road Tractor. 300 Eng. 9 Spd Wet Kit • 72 Forl
Tandem Grain Truck w.,22. Bed & Hoist Cargo E. . •
Tailgates. 475 Eng, 5&2 Spd 'Tyler 36. Feld Lcia
Bulk Material Conveyor 18 Horse. 22 Belt Ft.:1
Operated New In 95 • Int 3850 4 Wh Rea, 5:e,Loader vv,2Yd Bucket • Zetor 3320 Dst Tracter
Horse Eng, New In 96 'IH 1066 Tractor New Tres
Clutch-TA VVts • Farmall 200 Tractor w:2 Row Cult, •
CO
Memo 500 Quick Attach Loader w82 Bucket •
Ford 1 Ton 4x4 Dsi Truck Custom Fiat Bed • Bs For :j
Pickup • 9' Flat Bed For 1 Ton • IH 715 Ds!
w/13 Grainhead • IH 444 Cornhead• IH 4 Row
• AC 7 Unit No Till Planter • 2 Row Mechan
Setter • 2 Row Cult' • Sidewinder 10 Pull Type
Cutter • 1000 Gal Water Tank • 1000 Gal Fuei Tank •
300 Gal Fuel Tank • 125 Gal Fuel Tank w
• 100 Gal Side Boom Sprayer • 2 Tar•
Backhoe Or Loader Trailers • 3 Pt Post HOC Dc

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!! I
CURRENT BANK LETTERS A MUST!!

JAMES R. CASH
'71/6 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466

Kal

"THE SELLING MACHINE"

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE'
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MONDAY. AUGUST 24, 1998

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

630
Services Offered

470
Motorcycles

EASTSIDE

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
NEW Concord self storage
all sizes available Call
436-2318 or 436-5687
Pets 6 Supplies
BEAGLES
Puppies & running dogs
Shots Reasonably pnced
Also Free Lab mix female,
young dog 492-8861
CFA Persian kittens. Five
fine, fluffy. female felines,
$1504200. 382-2743.
Pets & Suppfies
DO you have a loving
home begging for a cat'?
I'm moving so Sheba (a
siamese) needs a new
home Sheba is strictly a
one person cat who
doesn't like crowds & only
attaches herself to one
person Perfect for retired
or part-time person If interested call 759-9215
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd AKC,
select outcross breeding, 5
females, 1 male, $200
each. Unique markings.
sire & dame on premises,
shots & wormed. Call
901-642-1948 .
LEGACY KENNEL
Now open
Boarding & Grooming
4x12 air conditioned &
heated runs Off 1-24 at
Reidland 502-898-4712
ROTTWEILER puppies
AKC Registered, wormed,
male & female $150 502759-1194
Real Estate
10+ ACRES. Hardwood
trees, 9/10 of a mile from
KY Lake. Good homesite.
private entrance off of
main road, $28,000. Senous inquires only please.
Call 474-8704
12 ACRE farm, 28X60
home, horse barn, tobacco
barn $82,000 345-2270

ACREAGE
4+ Acres, off of Highland
Rd. Mature Trees, private
road, good building site.
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
$10,000. Call 474-8704 alter 5pm.
HALEY Appraisals
Haley, state certified
759-4218

1995 YAMAHA 200CC
1W200 dirt/ street combo.
high floatation rear tire
600 miles $1,900 Airens
riding mower, $200
759-0120
STOCK Honda 250R. new
tires, pipe and silencer
3 BEDROOM. 2 bath bock Call 759-9609 leave meshome in SW Villa. Feasage
tures include trey ceiling in
master bedroom, vaulted
Used Ctrs
ceilings in bedroom and

1988 BOMBER Fish & Ski
171/2 ft, 150 Johnson. new
trolling motor batteries 2
depth finders. $5.900
759-2338

dining room, breakfast
room, great room, tile, lots
of windows, extensive
landscaping including a
garden pond in back. A
must see at $163,500. Call
for appointment 753-6679
or 1-800-937-9448

3-D DOZING
Backhoe, septic & gravel
hauling Driveways, foundations 502-437-4969
A-1 Tree Professionals
tree
removal
Stump
spraying Serving Murray.
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
Al Al A Tree Service,
tree
removal,
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment_ Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

2 STORY brick home
w/fireplace, 3br, 2 baths,
neighborhood.
family
fenced backyard detachAsking
garage
ed
$58,750 518 So 6th St,
Murray 753-9211

Bob

3BR like new log cabin
with loft, living room, kitchen large front porch 11/2
acre of property near the
lake. Cypress Bay area.
Owner financing available.
$84,900. 901-232-8545.
3BR, 1 bath brick, fenced
backyard. New roof, Ig lot.
neighborhood.
Nice
$68,000. 759-4495.

1984 OLDS Toronado,
2dr, light tan, all automatic,
new tires, battery, new a/c
Ready to drive $2,000
Call 436-5582
1987 CHEVY Cavalier RS
wagon $875 753-0602
1987 NISSAN Sentra. 4dr,
auto, air, am/ fm cassette,
no rust, runs great
$1,350 767-0508
1988 NISSAN Stanza
GXE, runs & looks good
High mileage $2,000 obo
474-2003
1989 CORVETTE Convertible, burgundy w/camel
top, auto, 52K miles, new
tires. Mint condition. Call
Mike or Pete. 759-1600
days.
1989 MERCURY Sable,
$975. 474-2789.

3BR, 11/2 bath, nice neighborhood outside of city limits. Has city utilities. Low
$80'5. Call 753-6725.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, appliances. Coleman RE. 753-9898.
3BR, family room, new
carpet, paint & central 1989 OLDS Delta 88 Roy
(gas) heat & cooling. Bob ale Bro., 1 owner, 8,XXX
Perrin Real Estate, 759- miles. $7,500 Call after
6:30pm, 753-1376.
1881, 753-3509.
contem1989 TOPAZ. wrecked.
A 4br, 3 bath soft
porary positioned with care 1988 Sundance, needs
on 1.7 acres . ready for new head. 753-0971.
you to choose your colors. 1990 DODGE Daytona,
You can bring your horse blue, clean, $1,500
to this subdivision. First
527-8362
time on the market. 7531990 FORD Probe LX,
1492 at Century 21. Easy
red, sunroof, V6, 1 owner,
to show.
$3,300. 753-8355 ask for
A Must See! One owner, 3 Patsy or 436-5394.
bedroom brick, 2 miles
1991 GRAND Prix, 2dr,
east of Murray. Immediate
3.1 V-6, loaded with all oppossession. Pnce reduced
tions. Days 753-4563
to sell! Call for an appointnights 759-3366 ask for
ment to see. Upper $80's.
Mike.
753-0444.
1991 PONTIAC Firebird,
BUILDER offers two new white, V6, gray cloth, thouses for sale. Both have tops, 91xxx, $5000
great floor plans, plus all 753-7777
amenities. Call 753-3903
Lumina.
Chevy
for appointment. Shown 1992
Looks and runs good. Call
anytime.
767-0913 after 12pm.
BY Owner: 3br, 1 bath,
with carport, newly deco- 1994 NISSAN 300 ZX,
rated, satellite dish includ- loaded, air, t-tops Great
ed. $65,000. 759-0913 or condition Must see'
753-0721
753-6673 after 4prn.
Escort wagon,
FORD
1995
COUNTRY home by own753-2212
er SE Calloway Co., 11/2 $2,500
1995 TAURUS, loaded,
acre, private road., 3 BR, 1
bath, lg. kitchen, central great condition, 53,XXX
h/a, recent improvements. miles $7,900 753-2479.
landscaping, greenhouse, 1997 FORD Taurus GL,
3 bay out building. Was full power, V6, 3.0 engine
$72,500- Reduced! Must $8,975 753-4801
Sell' 492-8299.
MOVING- Must Sell! 1998
GREAT buy! 4br. 2 bath Dodge Avenger, silver, aubrick house. Huge living tomatic. Sporty look, but
space with vaulted ceil- also nice for family car.
ings, 2 car garage. central Call 759-9215.

view of mature trees New
idea for area Call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
first time on market
753-1492
lot,
wooded
LARGE
paved, water available
Bob Perrin Real Estate.
759-1881, 753-3509
SINGLE family, restrictions. water & gas available. 1/2 acre plus Bob Perrin Real Estate, 759-1881,
753-3509

Actin'

1ST Class Yard Care
Mowing, mulching, land
scapmg, trimming, etc
759-0670 leave message

1984 HONDA Accord high
miles but runs $950
474-2519

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of selling vac, Jacuzzi tub, covered
contact one of our courte- sunroom, 1 acre lot. Make
professional an offer. 502-436-2174
and
ous
agents at 753-1222 or stop NEW all brick, 3br natural
by office at 711 Main St
gas, new appliances, cenVERY nice four plex, 2br, tral, double garage. large
112 bath great location lot Metcalf Lane in North
Villa Sub. Call 753-8237 or
Call 753-2905
437-4783.
440
NEW all red brick, 3 BR
Lott For Solo
house, hot tub, large attic,
natural gas. central, dou1 ACRE lot wooded 767 ble garage, large lot is
9435
landscaped. Metcalf Lane
in North Villa Sub. Call
1&2 ACRE lots for sale &
437-4783 or 753-8237.
a 91/2 acre tract
NOW By Owners: 3-4 bed(502)437-4838
100X180 LOT, Highland rooms, 1 bath, vinyl siding.
Oaks Subdivision. Almo hardwood floors, excellent
to
Reduced
Water & sewage, $5000 location.
$54,900. Call 435-4432 or
firm. 759-1758.
753-2599
11/2 ACRE lot, 6 miles
REDUCED to $76,000.
$13,000
north of Murray.
Real nice 3br brick, central
753-1967
heat & air. Has many up2 LOTS, wooded, 75' dated features, including
wide. 350' long. New sis- low maintenance_ 6853
tern & pump Also septic Highway 641 So Call Wilsystem. driveway & meter son Realty 753-5086.
pole. Located on Anderson SOUTHWEST Villa, 3 bedShores. 3 minutes from room brick, 1849 sq ft livboat dock & beach. ing area. approximately
$6.000 759-8482 after 700sq ft unfinished up6pm.
stairs. Living room with ca2&3 ACRE building lots. thedral ceiling, dining
north area Call 753-3785 room. eat in kitchen with
bay window. 3 baths, utilior 489-2183
ty,
double car garage,
HORSES permitted in Fox
with
Chase which offers this fenced in backyard
outbuilding,
12x20
small
with
tract
6 8 acre
lake View lends itself to $142,000 753-5761 for
open grassy knolls with appointment

4 656 WOODED acres,
5rnin from KY Lake
759-1216

WHY pay rent'? 100% financing, 3br. 1 bath Call
Edwina to see if you may
qualify Grey's Properties
759-2001, 767-9435
470
1,0110.0014
1987 YZ 80, excellent con
dition $900 Call
759-1734
1992 HONDA 250X four'
wheeler, new back tires &
top end rebuild Asking
$1.400 753-4519
1994 HONDA 300 EX Cobra. header & pipe, Nerf
bars, K&N air filter. $2600
436-5723 If no answer
leave message

24 Hr Semct
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
Equipment
Fret Estimates

ces Offered

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Blue Grass Backhoe
Septic Systems - New or Repair
Stumps & Trees Removed
General Cleanup & Hauling
Water Drainage Problems
Licensed - Insured

(502) 436-5790

Ps

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOCAVOINUOKI

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONALDEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

1982 CHEVY Custom De
luxe, p/w, oil, tilt, cruise,
and a/c, tool box Good
tires, $2995. 435-4602 or
559-8510.
1987 NISSAN XE 4X4,
king cab, p/s, p/b, cold air,
5sp. tinted windows, red.
759-8087
1991 FORD Ranger, 5sp,
air conditioner, good tires.
good condition. $3,000.
753-9237.
1992 DODGE 1 ton dually,
Cummins diesel aurninum
wheels & running boards
Goose neck hook-up, air
lift with or without sleeper
High miles Good dependable truck $10,800 obo
492-8218
1992 FORD F-150 swb
Sharp! $6.000 436-2619,
after 5pm
1992 Toyota four wheel
drive ext cab. V-6 automatic, air, cruise, aluminum tool box. Bed liner.
new timing belt 101,xxx
miles. $9800 5025270865
1996 GMC Z71. loaded.
new tires, excellent condition Will assist with financing 901-232-8364
•
MUST Sell- Moving, 1997
F-150 Ford Lariat Great
truck Call 759-9215 leave
message if not home

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain fink, & custom wood
privacy fences, at reasonable prices Diclue Farley
759-1519.
GUTTERS
Quality Seamless Aluminum gutter. Variety of colors, gutter maintenance,
gutter supply Vinyl shutters, variety of colors. Vinyl
siding supplies. Licensed_
Call West Ky Seamless
Gutters for all your gutter
needs. 753-0278_
HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation & finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates 753-7860
LAMB BROTHERS
LAWN SERVICES
landscaping,
Mowing,
hedge trimming, leaf rakwork,
ing,
carpenter
plumbing. gutter cleaning,
gutter repair. Hauling. 4362102 ask for Ben.

1

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
LAWN mowing Reasonable & satisfactory
759-4659
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels Free estimates
All work guaranteed!
489-6125
No lob too small!
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup & delivery
753-5668
PAINTING
Interior - Exterior
Free estimates 436-5032
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
Removal- 20
STUMP
years experience. Free estimates. Call Bob Kemp, Jr
435-4064, leave message

TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & painting needs Pressure washing etc 759-3463
TUCKER'S
Lawn Care Service
Mowing, trimming. grass
catching & general lawn
care 502-759-9609 leave
message,.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD VCR REPAIR
& SATELLITE SALES
Free estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network.
Mon-Fri, 1-5:30. 753-0530.

FREE to good home: 9
month old Boxer mix. Neutered. Heartworm negative. Loving & playful.
needs lots of attenr!
Call 753-2532.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
NEEDS a home! 3 year
THE Gutter Co. Seamless old
Heart
Dalmation.
aluminum gutters, variety worm, negative, kids grew
of colors. Licenses, insur- up & dog lonely. Needs
ed. Estmate available. love & attention. Call
759-4690.
753-2532.

All Types Of:
•

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.

1993 PLYMOUTH Voyager Good condition. White.
753-7823.

ELECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC.
New construction, rewiring, mobile home hookups. electrical maintenance & repair. Call anytime Murray, 762-0001,
Cello 519-1592.

VVVYVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling,
Additions,
Repairs, Roofing, Decks,
etc. One Call Does It ALL.
No Job Too Small.
492-6267.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.

530
Sarno:: Offered

630
Services(*wad

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands: Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
ASPHALT SEALING
Travis Asphalt Sealing.
Driveways, parking lots.
Free estimates. 753-2279.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting. Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007 or
502-436-5264.
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.
BUSHHOGGING. Lawns
rototilled. Tractor with 5ft
rototiller. Also, haul gravel
for driveways and spread.
Jonesy. 437-4030.
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
7534300 anytime
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CERTAINTEED vinyl replacement windows, full 5
year unlimited warranty
lifetime replacement parts.
Wolverine vinyl siding.
492-8723
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience 7535592
CONCRETE Finishing
Driveways, sidewalks &
patios Free Estimates
435-4619
CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks, fencing,
pole barns, sheds, carports Also repair 7 rebuild.
Excellent workmanship
Affordable rates
753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work. septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.

bushhogging
CUSTOM
$10/ acre Larger fields
preferred $50 minimum
charge 436-5700 or 4362071
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots. all exterior
Cancers
cleaning, acid cleaning
1979 21FT Road Ranger available David Borders,
pull behind, fully self con- Insured, Completely Motained Extra nice 8am- bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108
4pm 759-4782
tilling, bushhogGARDEN
1994 AMERICAN Star fifth
wheel, 3111. with super ging small lobs, driveways
slide Loaded Must see, graded with box blade
Gerald Carroll 492-6159
$14,400 obo 753-0765

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
•

409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Boland Barmy Bread)
753-5940

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobilesonline.com.

Let Your
Yard Sale
Shine In The
Classifieds!
Attract buyers like
bees to honey advertise in the
Classifieds.

25 wd max
h2.....:14.00 79 id
Deadline - 2 days
in advance

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

You know what they say
"don't put all your eggs in one basket."
Sure most of the time, that's the truth
But not always The Classifieds are always a safe bet for buying, selling,
finding, contracting and trading So
stop scrambling around and come to
the one source for everything
Place your ad now.

WANT ADS
WORK

NbI
• Interior
• Exterior
• Remodeling

610)111,i7
• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small

753-1916
Ledger & Times

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

the action is.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, ***You hold back some important
Aug. 25, 1998:
information or choose not to express
Make the most out of this excep- what is on your mind. An even and
Fast Dependable Service
tional year. Your professional sta- steady approach takes you far. Caretus increases, accompanied by a fi- fully evaluate a decision. Intuition
ask for Ben
nancial change for the better. Work serves you well in a financial matter.
with new technology,and don't fight Work provides an unexpected opthe inevitable. Be open to innova- portunity;jump on it. Tonight:Treat
tions. You're more interested in your yourself well.
health and taking better care ofyour- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
self. If single, you are unusually ***** Your personality melts
sensitive. Choosing the right part- barriers. Someone reveals informaner is key to your happiness. 1998 tion that delights you. Stay cenpresents many options. 1999 could tered, and pursue your objectives.
find you in the mood for a greater Others respond to your energy,quescommitment. If attached, you get tions and needs. Proceed, while the
along much better with your signifi- force is with you. Someone plays
502-436-5744
cant other than in the recent past. devil's advocate, to help you out.
Together,you take on a major project Tonight: Just ask.
1-800-548-5262
in 1999. LIBRA anchors you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
LICENSED & INSURED
*** Keep your own counsel. SomeThe Stars Show the Kind of Day one does not have to know everyTree Trimming
ree Estimating
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; thing. Lighten up about your feelCleanup Service
,V Hr. Service
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ings; you could be more sensitive
Full Line of
edge Trimming
than usual. A discussion with a
Equipment
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Tree Spraying
trusted friend helps you see another
***** Allow other people the point ofview. Work offers new means
"Quality Service"
Tree & Stump
space to carry on. A lighter tone to express yourself. Tonight: Catch
emoval
makes work more pleasant. A caring up on mail.
gesture from a loved one means a lot. SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Make time for a talk. Don't be your ***** Friends try to coax you in a
customary, assertive self; let some- certain direction. You have a way of
one dominate.You learn more about surprising them with your actions.
him as a result. Tonight: Go along Emphasize traveling, writing and
with the game plan.
communications. You have a vision
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
of how things should be. Make an
**** Bring some of your charm effort to understand someone else's
into the work arena. Evaluations
opinion. Tonight: Visit a friend.
take you in a new direction. Let
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
someone give you feedback on a de- CAPRICORN
**** Be smart; defer to someone
cision that could affect your per- who clearly
is
in charge. You can't do
sonal life. Be supportive of yourself
anything halfway. Have a long-overas well as co-workers. Tonight: Exdue chat with a partner. His perercise away the weekend's excesses. spective proves helpful
and insightGEMINI(May 211trne 20)
Accept
ful.
though
responsibilities,
***** Make play more a part of
they could feel burdensome.Tonight:
as
more
much
flow
Talks
life.
your
Septic System
Make a necessary appearance.
you like. Brainstorming proves fruit(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
AQUARIUS
Installation
ful, and allows new perspectives.
*****
Realize
that news from a
Solidify ideas. Be aware that someCustom Backhoe
a lot more into your distance is significant. Listen with
read
might
one
Work
care. A partner gives you positive
flirting than you intended. Tonight:
You have many different
feedback.
Phone
Do only what you absolutely love.
Be
willing to go in another
options.
221
CANCER 1June 21-July
(502) 437-4545
a look at the future
Take
direction.
**** Build stronger foundations.
and the big picture. Tonight: Browse
Listen carefully to feedback. Some- through a favorite bookstore.
might have an odd way of ex- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
one
Lit)
pressing his love. You need to take **** Give in to others. Discuss
actions that demonstrate your feel- what is happening on a deeper level.
i
9
1
11
1
WO) :
ings. A family member remains re- Caring abounds. Take a risk, and
ceptive to one of your creative ideas. ask questions that have somewhat
• Roofing
Tonight: Your home is your castle. intimidated you. A co-worker does
• Hauling
• Gutter Cleaning
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
care and demonstrates his interest
• Clean-up
• Gutter Repair
***** Saying what you mean is in a very unusual manner. Tonight:
• Carpenter Work
essential. Others are only too happy Go for closeness.
to respond. Listen to their ideas;
No job too large or small.
they want to participate. Plan a sur- BORN TODAY
Fast Dependable Service
prise for a dear friend. Someone Actress Anne Archer (1947), actor
really does care but has an odd way Sean Connery (1930), singer Elvis
. of showing it. Open up talks to all Costello (1954)
c
ask for Ben
*5*
[OLIO/0 concerned parties. Tonight: Where
or)

436-2102

it

sa ro r o r•

436-2102

At
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT. My doctor has
prescribed medicine for my osteoporosis. Now I have dizziness, neck
pain, muscle cramps and insomnia
I'm 59 years old and would just like to
take my high blood pressure medicine
without worrying about osteoporosis.
Would this be safe to do?

rs
paintwash-

ice
grass
lawn
leave

DEAR READER: In its early stages.
osteoporosis causes no symptoms.
However, as the disease progresses
land it will as we age), the bones
become so deficient in calcium that
they break easily, leading to pain and
disability. Therefore, if a bone density
test confirms your osteoporosis, you
would do well to follow your physician's
recommendations about therapy.
The symptoms you are experiencing could be caused by factors other
than your osteoporosis medicine. For
example, dizziness might be a consequence of an ear disorder or poor circulation; neck pain could result from
muscle tension or arthritis. Muscle
cramps could indicate a mineral
imbalance, possibly the result of your
hypertension treatment. Insomnia,
which often comes with age, might be
aggravated by your various drugs -or simply by excessive worry about
your health in general.
Thus, I advise against discontinuing
any of your medications. Rather, a
more satisfactory approach would be
to discuss the situation and your concerns with your doctor. He should be
able to sort things out, pick medicines
that you can tolerate, and perform the
necessary testing to define your problems further.
To give you related information, 1
am sending you copies of my Health
and
"Osteoporosis"
Reports

:ting
uarank Liver 20
Doting,
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me: 9
Neunega-

ante!

3 year
Heart
S grew
Needs

-Consumer Tips on Medicine." -Other
readers who would like copies should
send $2 for each report plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT I recently started
using tampons and I change them frequently. My mother says they are bad
because they act like a plug. Is this
true or is it just an old wives' tale?
DEAR READER At the risk of
antagonizing some well-intentioned
mothers, I must state that tampons
are safe, if they are used according to
manufacturers' directions and are
changed at appropriate intervals.
Many conservative adults consider
the use of tampons by teen-agers to
be inappropriate. However, this view
is not shared by specialists in the field
of reproduction. If a girl wishes to use
tampons and her mother prefers
pads, I usually suggest that a gentle
and sympathetic gynecologist be used
as a mediator. If no physical problem
is present, any menstruating female
can safely use tampons. These products do not work like plugs: they are
highly absorbent and actually blot up
menstrual residue.
1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY Last -rida \% as
my wife's birthday. her first since
our marriage in April I didn't forget
it, but the situation is as had as if I
had.
About a month earlier, "Beverly"
told me that she would like to spend
her first birthday as my wife alone
with me. She didn't want anything
spectacular — just the day with me
and maybe a nice dinner.
Abby, it completely slipped my
mind! I took the initiative and,
being a thoughtful husband i I
thought made arrangements to
take Beverly to her pi rents' house
for the day. Well, her mood seemed
to dim as the day wore on. When
she finally told me what was bothering her, I felt terrible. She said 1
paidno attention to her request.
I would love to take back that
one day and start it all over the
right way. but I can't. What can I do
to make it better now?
GUILTY IN WILMINGTOfs,l, DEL.
DEAR GUILTY: Spend the
day alone with her and then
treat her to a nice dinner.
Apologize for the fact that her
birthday celebration is late, and
promise that from now on,
you'll listen. more carefully
when she tells you what she
wants. Then, for heaven's sake,
do it!
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CATHY
VAN CAN'T WE WORK
TOGETHER IN YOUR OFFICE
LIKE THE MOTHER-DAUGHTER
TEAMS iN THIS ARTICLE'
BECAUSE WE'D
MAKE EACH OTHER
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diamond jewelry; 15th, watches;
20th, platinum; 25th, sterling
silver; 30th, diamond;35th,jade;
40th, ruby; 45th, sapphire; 50th,
gold; 55th, emerald; 60th,
diamond.
DF:AR ABBY: Many of the letters in your column have interested
me, but the one from "Mom in Denver" really caught my attention.
The best advice I can offer her is
to show respect for her children,
and they will respect her in return.
Children are just little people with
feelings. No one wants to be told
"Shut up" or "Because I said so."
Respect your children enough to
explain what they are doing wrong.
Never criticize them in front of others, especially their friends. By
respecting them, you are also showing that you love them.
It all comes down to the Golden
Rule: Do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.
GOOD MOM IN MILWAUKEE
For everything you need to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send a business-sized, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3.95 ($4.50 in
Canada I to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 610540447.(Postage is included.1

DEAR ABBY: I know that certain items are supposed to be given
on specific wedding anniversaries,
but I'm not sure what they are. My
mother says she used to have a list,
but she thought it had changed and
she threw it away. Can you help?
S. MALONEY,
WEST ORANGE, N.J.
DEAR S. MALONEY: Your
mother is correct. I checked
"The Amy Vanderbilt Complete
Book of Etiquette," entirely
rewritten and updated, and
found that the list has been
revised over the years. This is a
current one:
For the first anniversary,
clocks; second, china; third,
crystal, glass; fourth, electrical
appliances; fifth, silverware;
sixth, wood; seventh, desk sets,
pen and pencil sets; eighth,
linen, lace; ninth, leather; 10th,
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West dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
+32

•10 8 7
•AKJ 9876
+4

EAST
4QJ 84
VAKJ 93
•5 3
+92
SOUTH
•A 9 6 5
4
•2
4AKQJ 1085
The bidding:
West North East South
Dble
1V
Pass
Pass
Pass 6+
5•
3V
Opening lead — two of hearts.
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K 10 7
Q 65 2
•Q 10 4
+763
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
DEANNA AND MICHAEL
MARRED ! r

ND,1•41C4-1 HE
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--- mom
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GARFEELD
SURE, YOU HAP TO
SPEND IT WITH YOU

I'LL BET MY PAY WAS
MORE BORING THAN YOURS!
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CROSSWORDS

3
PEANUTS
(HELLO,
(CHUCK?

MY BROTHER
ISN'T HERE
HE JUST LEFT
FOR CAMP

CAMP? I
THOUGHT HE
WASN'T
GOING THIS
YEAR .

I DON T KNOW..
MAYBE HE
CHANGED
HIS MIND

IT

ANYWAY I CAN'T TALK
NOW.. I'M MOVING MY
THINGS INTO HIS ROOM

<
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er Elvis

1 Slow musical
movement
7 Correct
12 Type of stork
13 "Nashville"
director
15 Three-toed
sloth
16 Of the
stomach
18 Sun god
19 Roman 51
21 Evergreen
shrubs
22 Fedoras and
berets
24 Walk wearily
26 District in
London or
New York
City
28 — culpa
29 Bar legally
31 Drench
33 Late-night
host's Inds
34 Dry
36 Dull blow
38 TV network

DOWN
1 Drivers org
2 Boring tools
3 Silver symbol
4 Prevent from
free speech
—
5 Now—'
me down to
sleep
6 Fertile spots
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in desert
7 Range of
hearing
8 Roman
1.051
9 Engrave with
acid
10 SW state

11 Sprinted
14 Of the nose
17 Pairs
20 Speck
23 Meara ID
24 Hebrew letter
25 Village
27 Hawaiian
island
30 Singer Edith
32 — fu
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district
37 Platform
38 Liz Taylor film
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Tonight:

drew trumps and led a diamond to
the jack. When the finesse worked
and the diamonds divided 3-2, declarer had the rest of the tricks.
At the second table,the Norwegian pair of Tor Helness and Geir
Helgelmo were North-South, and
the bidding went asshown.Lauria,
East, won the opening heart lead
with the king and went into a
lengthy huddle.
As Lauria contemplated his next
move, the Vu-Graph commentators analyzing the deal before a
large audience observed that the
only way to defeat the slam was to
return a diamond into dummy's
strong suit. This is not a play that
would occur to many, and most
players would no doubt elect to
continue with a second heart,shift
to the queen of spades, or perhaps
return a trump.
After several agonizing minutes, Lauria, crediting Helgelmo
with a hand such as the one he had,
found 'the killing diamond shift.
With his only diamond thus expended before trumps could be
drawn, declarer could no longer
utilize dummy's long suit, and the
slam went down.
Despite Lauria's magnificent
effort, the Italians narrowly lost to
the Norwegians, who were then
eliminated in the semifinal by the
eventual champion, France.

This deal occurred in the
quarterfinal match between Norway and Italy at the 1997 World
Team Championship, held in
Hammamet, Tunisia, last fall. It
features a truly brilliant play by
found
WE'RE Italy's Lorenzo Lauria, who
that
slam
a
defeat
to
way
only
the
TOO
appeared certain to succeed.
The deal was the last in the 96CIENT
TO ISCRK deal match. At one table, the ItalTOCATII- ian North-South pair reached five
clubs and made six. After a heart
ER.
lead and a trump shift, declarer
Tomorrow: Heads I win, tails 3kiu lose.
t

40 Ache
42 Not suitable
45 Pierre's
affirmative
47 Suds
49 Female
50 'Ye —
Shoppe"
52 B-G linkup
54 A cont
55 Lavin ID
56 Small pitcher
59 Three ft
61 Ending with
caiboni
63 — Twist
65 Imbue
66 Ringo and
Bart
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Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Tabers,
Aug. 13.
Fifty years ago
Preston Ordway has been named
a member of the Murray Electric
Board, according to Murray Mayor
George Hart.
Dr. R.M. Mason vied with Murray State College for top honors
in the Cattle Division of the Calloway County Fair.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Belote, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. George L.
Dunn and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Henry Hargis, Aug. 16.
Aliese James and Ralph Paschall
were married Aug. 7 by the Rev.
R.F. Blankenship at his home in
Murray.

TODAY IN HISTORY

Famous Hand

ACROSS

EfJGAGED?fil

Ten years ago
Calloway County is one of 15
Kentucky counties designated as
contiguous disaster areas by the
United States Department of Agriculture. Under the designation,
farmers in the affected counties
are eligible to apply to Farmers
Home Administration for emergency loan assistance.
The home of Emma Spann on
Holland Road was destroyed by
fire on Aug. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Workman
were married 25 years July 20.
Twenty years ago
Local schools have enrolled
4,747 students for the 1978-79
school year, according to Murray
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey and Calloway Superintendent
Jack Rose. Calloway has enrolled
2,965 and Murray 1,782.
Shelia Phillips, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James F. Phillips and
student at Murray Vocational
School, was elected and installed
as vice president of Region I of
Future Business Leaders of America at the Kentucky FBLA Leadership Training Conference at
Hardinsburg.
Thirty years ago
A Farmers Home Administration loan for $176,000 has been
approved for the construction of
Water District No. 3, according to
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield.
Calloway County winners at the
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville,
were Brenda Erwin, Carmon Parks,
Max Parks, Bill Ed Murdock and
James Erwin, tobacco. Jerry Pat

Stark, Glen McCuiston and Steve
McCuiston, Holstein cattle; Jimmy
Burkeen , Kerry Stein and Becky
Burchett, 4-H Club.
Kaye Hale and Joe L. Doran
were married Aug. 4 at First
Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
The long needed repair to East
Main Street near the railroad was
made this week by the Kentucky
Highway Department.
Airman Apprentice William Don
Swann, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Swann, is now at the U.S. Receiving Station in Norfolk, Va., awaiting his assignment to a base at
Trenton, N.J.
Sally Jones and A.B. Crass were
married Aug. 17 at First Christian- Church.
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DEAR ABBY
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39 Bite the —
41 Nothing (SP)
43 On a wing
and a —
44 Symbol for
thallium
46 — est
48 Office notes
for short
51 H S course
537 Woyen cloth
5
Floor
ring
58 covering
Inlet
60 Med
personnel
62 Smallest St
64 Redgrave ID

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 24, the
236th day of 1998. There are 129
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 24, A.D. 79, long-dormant Mount Vesuvius erupted, burying the Roman cities of Pompeii
and Herculaneum in volcanic ash.
An estimated 20,000 people died.
On this date:
In 1572, the slaughter of French
Protestants at the hands of Catholics
began in Paris.
In 1814, British forces invaded Washington. D.C., and set fire
to the Capitol and the White House.
In 1932, Amelia Earhart became
the first woman to fly nonstop
across the United States, traveling
from Los Angeles to Newark. N.J.,
in just over 19 hours.
In 1949, the North Atlantic
Treaty went into effect.
In 1954, the Communist Control Act went into effect, virtually outlawing the Communist Party
in the United States.
In 1981, Mark David Chapman
was sentenced in New York to 20
years to life in prison for shooting to death rock star John Lennon.
In 1992, Hurricane Andrew
smashed into Florida, causing
record damage; 55 deaths in Florida. Louisiana and the Bahamas were
blamed on the storm.
Ten years ago: Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis
picked up the endorsement of the
AFL-CIO while Republican nominee George Bush campaigned in
California with President Reagan.
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Murray State to offer course
for ACT testing on Saturdays

PEOPLE

Re,.entl a front page article
the Ledger and Times sounded
hopeful in reporting that ACT scores
for Kentucky's high school students had risen slightly.
ii

Rapper overcomes family tragedy

NEW YORK APi — LL Cool J learned a lot about parenting
from his father — like how NOT to be a good dad.
The rapper-actor whose real name is James Todd Smith grew up
his
in New York City amid domestic ‘iolence that culminated v.ith
a
still
was
Smith
while
grandmother
and
mother
father shooting his
boy, he says in Sunday 's Parade magazine. The women recovered and
no charges were ever filed.
Years later, as a successful rapper. he reconciled with his father
and made him his business manager. Unfortunately, his father negopay
tiated contracts that cost him millions of dollars and failed to
door.
the
dad
his
show
to
J
Cool
LL
leading
$2 million in taxes.
Now the proud father of three. Smith puts his father's negative
lessons in parenting to good use.
"I can't make sure my family is OK if I'm concentrating on the
with
pain of the past," Smith says. "I just had to forgive and get on
I
father
the
become
I've
my life. Now I feel like I'm a winner.
always wanted."

Writer claims character

LOS ANGELES (AP, — A free-lance comic book writer is suing
the movie studio behind "Blade" for $35 million, claiming he created the half-man, half-vampire character played by Wesley Snipes.
Marvin Wolfman filed a lawsuit Thursday against New Line Cinema, Time Warner and Marvel Comics, saying he created the "Blade"
character in 1972 and that he never gave the movie studio permission to use it.
The writer was free-lancing for Marvel at the time and Wolfman
claims the company never filed a copyright on his behalf.

EN en though Kentucky was near
the national a‘erage for composite score. parents of high school
jumois ,ind seniors know there is
alwa loom for improvement on
this e‘ticincl important scholastic aphid,: test
Again tins semester. Murra
State of las a preparation course
designed to prepare high school
students tor the ACT and to improve
the scores of those who have already.
taken the ACT the first time.
This 20-hour course offers
Kaplan's well-tested study materials, plus two diagnostic tests graded and analyzed by Kaplan. Sally
Brannen of the MSU department
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The 1998 recipients of the Calloway County Education Association Scholarships are Jeff Nix and Miranda Rogers, shown
with CCEA President Janis Hicks. Each received a $500
award to the college of their choice. CCEA is a local professional affiliate of the Kentucky Education Association.

01 English w ill he the course
instructor
Murray State*. A( F test prep
course is offered on Saturdays
beginning Sept. 12-Oct 17 to prepare students for this fall's ACT
tests in late October and Decvnher.
The course will meet from 9
a.m. until noon in room 242 of
the Collins Industry and Technology Center.
Parents interested in enrolling
their high school juniors and seniors in the ACT test prep course
are encouraged to contact Murray
State's Office of Conferences and
Workshops.
To receive a registration form
and additional information call
(502) 762-3662; outside Calloway'
County. dial toll free at 1-800669-7654. The fee for the program is $170.

Injured driver trapped for four days

OAKMONT, Pa.(AP) — When
Michael Giovanetti regained consciousness, he was trapped upside
down in his car with his face
mashed against its broken windRoach
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moments before. But help, it turned
weekend. Roach, 38, was crowned Mrs. Kentucky in 1988.
out, would be many days away.
It will be Brown's third marriage and Roach's second.
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Stuck in the twisted wreckage
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"Third
of his car, Giovanetti endured four
be a very happy occasion.'
days in sultry heat before manBrown. 65, was Kentucky's governor from 1979 to 1983.
aging to crawl out of the wreck
drag himself up the hill despite
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a head wound and broken ribs.
ATTICA. N.Y. (AP) — The deranged fan who killed John Lennon
First, he unlatched his seat belt
doesn't want a cent for the Beatles album he got Lennon to autofell against the steering wheel.
and
murder.
the
before
shortly
graph
"I don't remember it hurting. I
Lennon signed and dated the "Double Fantasy" album for Mark
David Chapman outside his apartment building the same day he was remember it was very hot," he
said. "It was very difficult uprightkilled. Dec. 8, 1980.
ing myself."
The record is. being offered for an asking price of $1.8 million
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I hope the money will be donated to
thanks whenever a cool breeze
blew through his car during his
Wallace retreats from pitcher
ordeal.
down
DULUTH, Minn. (AP) — Newsman Mike Wallace has stared
"Everybody tells me I'm realworld leaders and warlords. It took a 23-year-old female baseball ly lucky. I felt somebody else was
pitcher to intimidate him.
Wallace was in town for a "60 Minutes" story about Ila Borders,
the first woman to win a game in a men's league professional game.
In their initial encounter Friday. Borders' intense pre-game stare sent
the veteran reporter into retreat.
-She had her game face on. I saw her in the locker room and I
didn't say anything to her. She looked at me like I was a' hair in
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
her soup." Wallace said.
• Clean, Dependable Cars
Borders, who plays for the minor league Duluth-Superior Dukes,
• Call Us For Rates
s the first pitcher to take the 'mound for a men's pro team, the first
to start in a men's pro game and the first to win one. She got the
win late last month.

helping me — like it was a team. in dirt and rocks.
Someone had a reason to let me
Bathed in gasoline fumes and
go. I was in a bad way. Some- suffering from a banged-up head,
one had to pull me out of there," Giovanetti suffered nightmares durGiovanetti said Friday.
Out of the hospital and recovering at his parents' home in the
Pittsburgh suburb of Oakmont. Giovanetti still looks awful. An ugly
purple bruise covers the right side
of his face, frightening his 5-yearold twins, Chloe and Monique.
But his worst injuries were cracked
ribs and a cracked sternum.

ing the ordeal including a dream
in which a police officer waved
off an ambulance, saying he didn't need help.
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GioVanett was returning from
Virginia, where he had dropped
off a friend before heading for
home in Apalachin, N.Y. Unemployed since April, Giovanetti was
hoping to continue his search for
work as an avionics technician
while his wife. Tricia, 9-year-old
son, Nicholas, and the girls vacationed in North Carolina.
Giovanetti, 39, lost control on
a patch of gravel Aug. 11 while
trying to get onto the Pennsylvania Turnpike, shooting across the
pavement and over a guard rail.
His car launched into the air and
landed about 100 feet down a
steep, boulder-strewn hill, state
police said.
The accident tore the front off
Giovanetti's car, which came to
rest on its crushed roof. The passenger side of the car was buried
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